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“Either we are alone in the Universe, or we are not. Both are 
equally terrifying.”

                               ― Arthur C. Clarke

 

"Any fool can have a child. That doesn't make you a father. It's 
the courage to raise a child that makes you a father."

                               ― Barack Obama
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FADE IN:

INT. CHILD'S CRAMPED BEDROOM, CROFT-BISHOP HOUSE -- DUSK2 2

Your childhood bedroom. 

A BASEBALL MITT and STAR TREK toys on a dusty BOOKSHELF 
alongside ACADEMIC TROPHIES. 

The twelve-volume ENCYCLOPEDIA Aunt Gabby gave you. 

POSTERS of with POP-STARS and FILMS you adored.  

Everything's smaller than you remember.

On a SINGLE BED sits NOAH CORAL-ROOK. 25. Wears a melancholy 
smile which cuts against his neo-surfer energy. 

Emerging from a CLOSET with a much-loved TEDDY BEAR is Doctor 
HAYLEY CROFT–BISHOP. 26. Prides herself on being in control of 
her emotions, but today's getting to her. Wears a sad smile as 
if she knows what's to come but is powerless to stop it.

A sense of finality in the air. 

INT. LOUNGE ROOM, CROFT-BISHOP HOUSE -- CONTINUOUS3 3

FRIENDS and FAMILY sob silently under a 'bon voyage!' sign. 
Platters sit untouched. 

Some 'celebration' this turned out to be. 

A keen eye will notice sleek touches to appliances: The T.V. 
floats. The REFRIGERATOR runs silently. A FRUIT BOWL displays 
the best-by dates of its contents.

Welcome to the year 2242 where function trumps form. Always.

Noah and Hayley enter. Hayley hugs her distraught MOM for the 
final time, then her stoic DAD. Noah moves to his wheelchair-
bound GRANDMOTHER and takes her hand and earns a distant smile. 
She doesn't recognize this man with kind eyes. 

NICOLE, 17, refuses to hug her big sister goodbye. 

She storms off as through the FRONT DOOR enters a JAG MARINE, 
MAJOR FELIX BLTIZ. 35. A seven foot blue-eyed clone genetically 
engineered to follow orders. 
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The JAG are Naval Police. Brutes with badges. JAG have an iron 
grip on the space-travel industries.

Blitz makes a meal out of checking his WATCH. It's time.

Distraught, Hayley rushes after her sister. 

This sets the mMm off again. 

Bltiz moves to charge past Noah and drag Hayley away. Noah 
shoots daggers. Let them say their goodbyes. 

As Blitz is about to beat Noah like a Cherokee Drum –

Hayley and Nicole reemerge. Not at peace with what's happening, 
but prepared to say goodbye. 

EXT. DRIVEWAY, CROFT-BISHOP HOUSE -- CONTINUOUS4 4

The families wait on the PORCH the house -- modest, the nicest 
on the block in the roughest part of town -- as Noah carries an 
OVERSIZED BACKPACK and a mysterious seven foot long BLACK CASE 
to the open trunk of a hovering JEEP. 

NICOLE
I got it. Ready? Astrid.

HAYLEY
No old lady names. 

NICOLE
Um. Ripley? No. How about. Artemis? 
Technically an old lady name. Works 
for a boy or a girl. Artemis Fowl, 
Artemis, Goddess of Something? 

Noah grins. Nicole woulda made a great aunt.

Bltiz aggressively clears his throat. Hurry the fuck up. 

HAYLEY
Artemis. Art for short. Perfect. 

Hayley backs away. Silent tears betray her infamously cool 
resolve. Goodbye, everything.  

NICOLE
Love you. And no complex proteins 
after six months! And if he hurts  
I'll steal a ship and come kick his 
ass! 

Noah and Hayley enter the JEEP. Blitz fires up the engine and –
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The JEEP ascends into the air above the grime & crime stricken 
suburbs. The JEEP banks and accelerate, joining a column of ten  
JEEPS flying toward...

The SHIPYARD on the horizon. An industrial park surrounds a 
single colossal NASA SHUTTLE pointed space-ward.

INT. BACKSEAT, JEEP -- DUSK5 5

Hayley watches her hometown disappear out the window.  

Regret/Doubt/Fear/Hope rush through her all at once. 

Noah takes her hand. Squeezes. 

After a beat too long, she squeezes back. 

EXT. BISHOP SHUTTLE TERMINAL, SHIPYARD -- NIGHT6 6

Crowds of men and women from all walks of life head to their 
gates in the pristine, welcoming maze of hallways leading to the 
SHUTTLE ... 

Engineers. Scientists. Naval Officers. All wear fixed smiles.

Hayley's two SUITCASES and Noah's mysterious CASE are taken by 
the JAG Valet for processing. 

NOAH
Artemis?

HAYLEY
I like it.

NOAH
Then it's settled. Just you, me and 
Artichoke-Arty now. 

HAYLEY
I hope your jokes get better or we 
might be New Earth's first divorce. 

NOAH
History books here we come. 

A fresh-faced JAG OFFICER with a TABLET, a thin luminescent all-
purpose communication device, approaches.

JAG OFFICER
Hayley Croft-Bishop?
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HAYLEY
Reporting. 

Hayley presses her THUMB down on the TABLET. It flashes a 
message in calming blue: Identity confirmed. 

JAG OFFICER
Verified. Archeology boards in three. 
Name?

NOAH
Noah Coral... 

JAG Officer #1 consults her TABLET, finds nothing until –

Noah presses his THUMB to the TABLET. 

JAG OFFICER
Noah Coral-Rook. Custodial Services. 
Rook terminal is four floors down. 

Rook. He's a lower class of citizen. Never forgets. JAG Officer 
gives NOAH the once over. Then to Hayley. Pity?

JAG OFFICER moves off. Hayley spots her team of academic-types 
waiting for her, all ready for the voyage with CHAMPAGNE GLASSES 
in their hands. 

One of the eggheads pulls Hayley into a too-friendly hug. DOCTOR 
DWAYNE ZIEGLER-BISHOP. 29. The guy she tells you not to worry 
about with the abs and straight teeth.  

DWAYNE
We held The Herc for ya, Hassle.

NOAH
Hassle?

HAYLEY
Nickname. 

DWAYNE
Cause she's "Hassle-free Hayley". 
Cool as a cucumber in a crisis. 
What's good, Ned?

NOAH
Noah.

DWAYNE
No, my name's Dwayne. 

HAYLEY
You hear anything yet?
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DWAYNE
(points to an older 
PROFESSOR)

Prof Bateman says the first fleet 
found evidence of a settlement. 
Acheulean, pots. Humankind isn't New 
Earth's first settlers. 

NOAH
Did you say you found Archie?

DWAYNE
Acheulean. Means Tool. Stone age. And 
it's pronounced Ach-U-Lean.

NOAH
(ignored)

Thanks, Tool. Did they conscript you 
just to dig up tools? Cause I can see 
a lot hanging around here...

DWAYNE
Hassle, come on. We're doing a group 
photo. Sorry, Ned, just us Bishop 
PhDs. 

Hayley brings Noah into a hug. We've only known each other for 
five months and you're following–no, joining– me to a plant 
half-way across the universe?

A centrifuge of emotions spin behind their eyes. What the hell 
are we doing?

EXT. ROOK TERMINAL, SHIPYARD -- LATER7 7

Far from the hygienic hallways four floors up, this here's the 
land of grease-monkey engine ops., vent specialists, engineers, 
mechanics. All in stained overalls, Carhartt jackets, beat-up 
work boots. 

Noah's feels like a penguin in a desert. 

TEN JAG MARINES make a beeline for Noah, led by JAG Marine 
COMMANDER STANLEY GAGNON-KNIGHT STANLEY. 35. Has a tattoo on his 
neck which means mean son of a bitch in Morse-code. 

COMMANDER STANLEY
Recruits! Here is a prime example of 
a mouth-breathing, good for nothing 
pissant. How's my favorite Eighty-
Nine Day Wonder? 
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NOAH
Here to carry my kit, Captain Cake 
Eater? 

COMMANDER STANLEY
The sass. Captain Dane?

JAG Marine CAPTAIN REKKA DANE-KNIGHT steps forward. 

CAPTAIN REKKA
SIR. Aiming derogatory comments at a 
Commander is a demerit-able offense, 
SIR.

NOAH
Commander now? Wow. Talk about 
failing up. Commander Cake Eater.

COMMANDER STANLEY
(referring to NOAH'S FILE on 
the TABLET)

Let's see. 42 points? You're one 
broke sucker. Let's help with your 
race to zero. Minus one point. Ohh. 
Felt so good. You'll be Pawn slave 
labor soon, shit-bird.

Commander Stanley pushes past Noah, sends him to the ground. 

MATCH CUT TO:

INT. ROOK-CLASS, SPACE SHUTTLE -- LATER8 8

A Greyhound bus for space; Welcome to economy space-travel, 
where the help rides over the thruster and feels every joule of 
power rattle ya sphincter all the way up!

A Major Blitz clone passes out bags of pretzels to those seated. 
Noah collapses into a WINDOW SEAT. Spots the OCEAN on the 
horizon. Tiny dots on the BEACH sit by SURFBOARDS. If I run now 
he could be one of those dots in 20 minutes. 

CLAY (O.S.)
That's my seat.

CLAY YOUNG-ROOK. 50. Holds himself like a truck driver hoping to 
get in an accident. Handsome features harried by years of 
bureaucratic bullshitery. 

NOAH
Who are you?
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CLAY
The guy whose seat you're in. 

Noah doesn't want to budge.

CLAY
Kid. Want me to call a JAG? Okay, 
there we go. 

Noah shimmies to the aisle seat. Clay, ass-first, pushes past 
Noah and plops into the window seat. From his jacket, Clay pulls 
a scarred FLASK. Takes a swig. Doesn't offer any to Noah. 

NOAH
You like flying?

CLAY
Do I like flying? The heck you do 
care? Punk-ass pawn-looking...

Clay trails off as he puts on a ratty SLEEPING MASK. Beat. Clay 
begins to snore. 

NOAH strains to get a final look at the OCEAN before –

The ENGINES ignite and he's thrown back into his seat. 

Clay sleeps like the dead. 

EXT. ABOVE THE EARTH, LOW-ORBIT, SPACE -- NIGHT9 9

Cobwebs of lights over the pitch-black EASTERN SEABOARD. 

A fiery speck ripping through space at 12 miles per second 
emerges – 

The SHUTTLE.

The air-breaks kick in and the shuttle docks fluidly with ...

The U.S.S. HERACLES aka THE HERC, an interstellar spaceship 
which redefines TREMENDOUS. The ship is constructed like a game 
of Tetris, every compartment separate, connected by walkways. 
The length and width of Manhattan Island. Resembles an 
intergalactic dragster. 

The THRUSTERS warm-up, pink and blue hues thanks to the vacuum 
of space. 

The Bus-sized LIFEBOATS which line the port side of The Herc 
glimmer with their fresh coat of grey and red paint.  
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Yet relative to the universe, The Herc ain't but an expensive 
spec of dust. 

INT. ROOK-QUARTERS, THE HERC -- NIGHT10 10

The ROOK QUARTERS resemble the inside of a prison meeting room. 
Flat fluorescent lighting with a green tinge over furniture only 
a bureaucrat could find attractive. TV's hang from the walls 
counting down: New Earth; 117 Years. 

A MONITOR on the back wall, like a thermostat, shows the 
gravity: 1.3 x New Earth. Noah studies the monitor, fixating on 
the two words 'New Earth.' The fuck have I done? 

A hundred Rook-class souls scattered over the chairs and 
cafeteria, each rougher than the last, shoot Noah looks. We 
taking hippies to New Earth now?

Five identical MAJOR BLITZ CLONES enter followed by four-star 
JAG ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING. 52. Adams enjoys crushing insurgencies. 
Boasts he can't read so the Geneva convention doesn't apply to 
his 'leadership style.' Worst of all? He's a Patriots fan.

Commander Stanley arrives. 

COMMANDER STANLEY
Aaaatten-tion! Admiral Adams-King on 
deck. 

The chatter dies down.

ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
Long journey ahead so I won't waste 
words. JAG Commissioned Officers will 
run Rook and Pawn. Commander Stanley 
is in charge of all corporal matters. 
No fighting. No stealing. No 
drinking. No bitching. 117 years we 
gotta spend together, then whatever 
time on New Earth. Hope to never set 
foot on this deck again. Semper 
Vincere. 

No applause. A Rook coughs. Admiral Adams and five JAGS exit. 

COMMANDER STANLEY
The Herc is a Navy vessel under the 
jurisdiction of the Judge Advocate 
General's Corps. We are the law. We 
will space you if you screw up. Be 
holystoning your quarters––

A RANDOM ROOK cut him off--
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RANDOM ROOK
Yeah, yeah. Most of us logged more 
space-time than you'll ever know. 

A JAG MARINE approaches the RANDOM ROOK. Breaks his FOOT with a 
vicious STOMP and SLAMS his HEAD onto a TABLE, earning him a 
GASH to the head.

Commander Stanley grins at the excessive show of force. 

Another ROOK takes a BIO-KNIFE from a FIRST-AID KIT – 

And tends to the wound with the BIO-KNIFE: a miracle-machine 
which can seal and sterilize wounds. 

COMMANDER STANLEY
We're at hyper for 6 months which is 
117 earth years, then we coast to New 
Earth. Damn near all of the ship will 
be in cryo for the entire duration, 
but don't think for a second I won't 
be watching.

He doesn't scare these men and women. Space? Space scares them 
alright. A hard-ass in a tin-suit? Fuck no.

COMMANDER STANLEY
We sail in five so park your asses in 
your hammocks. Get moving. MOVE IT. 

The Rook-class workers take their time getting up. 

EXT. ABOVE THE EARTH, LOW-ORBIT, SPACE -- NIGHT11 11

The Herc peels away from earth and the "SPACE DRY DOCK". 

The EmDrive THRUSTERS are singular; they create thrust by 
pulling space-time into the reactor to move at faster than light 
speeds. 

As the THRUSTERS glow BLUE. The Herc reorients itself. Begins 
the march forward to New Earth and passes the SUN in seconds. 

The Herc hits HYPER-SPEED seven seconds later, now a fading BLIP 
in the tapestry of stars.

INT. ROOK-CORRIDOR, THE HERC -- SAME TIME12 12

The vibe of a frat house as Rook-class workers recognize each 
other. Clay gets slaps on the back, secret-handshakes shared. Oh 
shit! Torpedo Clay! You're moving to New Earth too? 
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They treat Clay like he's Norm from Cheers.

Out of nowhere – 

Sparks and FIRE! 

Fire breaks out on a CONTROL PANEL. Smoke pours into the 
corridor. ROOKS cough and splutter, nobody doing anything to put 
out the fire. 

Noah snatches up an EXTINGUISHER and DOUSES the flames. A JAG 
MARINE rips the EXTINGUISHER from his grip.

JAG MARINE
You are not licensed to operate this 
machinery! Demerit one, Rook.

Noah looks at the fire. Are you kidding me?

INT. JANITOR'S QUARTERS, THE HERC -- LATER13 13

Noah squeezes into the gun-metal grey, claustrophobic 20ft x 
12ft, dorm. A steel BUNK BED with pita-bread-thin mattresses and 
TWO CRYO-MASKS. Low ceiling. A door to the ENSUITE, and another 
to the JANITOR'S OFFICE. His home for the next century 'n 
change.

NOAH
Maybe a paint job, disco ball, lava 
lamp . Succulent? No. Maybe a cactus. 
Ya. Potential. 

Noah collapses onto the BOTTOM BUNK. 

NOAH
(sotto)

The hell are you doing?

CLAY (O.C.)
I was about to ask you the same 
thing. 

Clay enters and throws his BACKPACK at Noah's head. 

NOAH
You gotta be kidding me. 

CLAY
Never heard of him.

NOAH
What?
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CLAY
My name isn't kidding me it's Clay. 
Move.

Noah senses Clay's a few marbles short of a picnic (to a cosmic 
burnout like Clay that sentence would make sense). 

NOAH
We got off on the wrong foot.

CLAY
I only got two feet you saying of 
them is wrong?

Clay shoves past, opens his BACKPACK, starts to spread his 
clothes and toiletries throughout the dorm and ensuite. 

NOAH
Let's start over. Noah. 

CLAY
Great to meet you Noah, I'm your 
shift supervisor. 

NOAH
Lucky me. 

CLAY
Kid. You follow my orders? We'll get 
along just fine. Don't touch my 
stuff. Don't talk to me. Don't snore. 

A wall-mounted PRINTER spits out a SCHEDULE. Noah reads it.

NOAH
(referring to SCHEDULE)

Damn. After hyper, we're on for 117 
days straight, 20 hour shifts, then 
we arrive on New Earth. Easy.

Clay pulls a MARKER from his pocket and write's his name on the 
ENSUITE DOOR: Clay'S ENSUITE.

CLAY
Oh look. The ensuite has my name on 
it. This is mine, heretofore referred 
to as my stuff. What do you do with 
my stuff? 

Clay arches an eyebrow. I know you know this.

NOAH
Don't touch it.
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CLAY
You're a fast learner. Sleep tight, 
kid.  

Clay pulls on his ratty EYE-MASK. Then his CYRO-MASK. With rote 
experience he enters the sleep commands. His skin glows BLUE as 
he slips into CRYO-SLEEP, stasis. 

Noah looks to Clay's backpack. Kicks it. 

Noah climbs into his bunk. Pulls a PHOTO out of his WALLET:  
NOAH and HAYLEY at her GRADUATION.

Then he pulls out the second PHOTO: A scratchy, haunting 
ULTRASOUND. Taken at twelve weeks. Nothing and everything at the 
same time. He places both images by his BUNK and lowers the 
CRYO-MASK over his face and:

SCORCHING IMAGES SEAR THE SCREEN: EARTH in RUINS. HAYLEY 
reaching out for him but being enveloped by a TAR-LIKE PLANT – 

Sweating, Noah shoots up fast and hits his head on the ceiling. 

Wipes the fear from his eyes. Looks at the CRYO–MASK as –

Clay STANDS and stretches. 

NOAH
The hell just happened?

CLAY
You're late for your first shift. 

Noah checks his WATCH. 

NOAH
That makes no sense.

EXT. ROOK-QUARTERS, THE HERC -- DAY14 14

A sty. Mounds of SODA CANS, RATIONS PACKAGES, and VAPE PENS. 

CLAY
117 years happened. Everyone you ever 
knew on Earth is dead. 

NOAH
Holy shit. 

CLAY
Time-dilation. Fun stuff. 

Noah picks up some of the TRASH. 
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CLAY
Pawns'll get it. 

Four JANITORS, PAWN-CLASS, shuffle in. They avoid eye-contact. 
Shoulders hunched. The lowest caste and always reminded of it.

CLAY
What do you wanna be when you get 
your shit together?

NOAH
Dude, that question has a heavy 
combination of answers. Responsible 
adult, a good Dad. 

CLAY
Yeah, but how are you going to pay 
the bills?

NOAH
Engineer. 

CLAY
Oh. 

NOAH
Yeah. I want to be New Earth's first 
Surfboard Engineer. 

CLAY
That's insane ... But ... Sure. Why 
not. 'Engineer' is derived from the 
Latin word Ingeniare "to create, 
generate, contrive, devise" and 
Ingenium, AKA 'cleverness.' I doubt 
you possess a single one of those 
qualities. So. Prove me wrong you get 
an attaboy. As your supervisor, I'll 
be?

NOAH
Supervising?

CLAY
(pointing to a SECURITY 
CAMERA)

Exactly. 

Clay grabs a half-eaten BURRITO off a TABLE, bites into it, then 
takes a FIRST-AID BOX from a WALL. 

Clay exits. 
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EXT. SPACE, THE HERC -- NIGHT15 15

The Herc barges through space, sailing through solar systems in 
minutes. Fast. But something's faster –

An alien mess of blackness, like a spilled ink-blotcher trying 
to recompose itself; the INKYIAN. The INKYIAN stalks The Herc 
like a vulture.

It's watching. Waiting. 

INT. BISHOP-QUARTERS, THE HERC -- NIGHT16 16

Exhausted, Noah enters, hauls a MOP and BUCKET. Not as bad as 
the Rook quarters, but still a damn mess spread over the creamy 
leather couches and bougie decor. Neon green vines crawl over a 
wall, there's a water feature. 

Welcome to the plushy Bishop life. 

Noah gets to work, pauses as he senses movement behind him. The 
hairs on his neck stand up.  

From a BATHROOM stumbles –

In a towel stands Hayley, with an impossible to ignore baby-
bump. 

Life just got a bit more real.

She flashes him a half-hearted smile. From behind her stumbles 
Dwayne wearing nothing but a towel. 

DWAYNE
Sup, Ned. Fix any 'rad' light-bulbs?

Noah looks from Dwayne to Hayley and back again. 

NOAH
Hi. Yeah. Okay. That cryo-sleep is 
something else, right?

HAYLEY
Try being pregnant. Morning sickness 
in space is ... Visceral.

NOAH
What's the doc say?

HAYLEY
Healthy. All clear.  
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DWAYNE
Bro, Doc Blaine was super nice, said 
everything's just as it should be 
moving into the next trimester.

NOAH
And Dwayne went with you.

HAYLEY
Don't be a guy. 

Noah turns to a SECURITY CAMERA. 

NOAH
(to Clay)

Can I take twenty?

Beat.

CLAY (O.S.)
(via SPEAKER on SECURITY 
CAMERA)

No.

NOAH
I'll touch your stuff while you 
sleep.

Clay pauses. Murmurs to himself. 

CLAY (O.S.)
Twenty doesn't mean twenty-one, it 
means twenty. Got it?

INT. VIEWING DECK, THE HERC -- LATER17 17

Hayley and Noah sit hand in hand and watch the STARS slip past. 
After a moment. 

HAYLEY
If you're in space -- where time is 
relative to your position in the 
universe -- can you still call it 
morning sickness?

NOAH
That's a, um. Relative to what 
exactly?

HAYLEY
Relative to where you are in the 
universe versus something else.
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Beat. 

HAYLEY
Dwayne invited himself to the gyno 
appointment.

NOAH
Just. Tell me he's gay?

HAYLEY
Dwayne? Nope. And he has a massive 
penis, too. I just saw it in the 
showers. I mean, a horse would blush 
seeing–-

Noah deadpans. Hayley plants a kiss on him. 

HAYLEY
I'm still not sure if I love you, but 
I like you. A lot. 

NOAH
Groovy. I mean, rad. Yeah. Same.

HAYLEY
Mornings are getting harder. I'm 
going to do the rest of the trip in 
cryo.

Noah's disappointed. 

HAYLEY
I uploaded an avatar to the ship's 
A.I., so anytime you get bored or 
lonely or want someone to banter 
with, just turn on the A.I. and it'll 
be a virtualized me. 

NOAH
Is it safe to cryo again so soon 
while pregnant?

HAYLEY
The gyno say it is. A third of the 
second fleet to New Earth was 
pregnant and they had no issues. I'm 
technically at 5 months now and I'll 
do the last 4 on New Earth.

Gently, Hayley takes his hand and places it on her stomach. 
Beat. A ringed GAS PLANET passes by the observation window, 
burning with a brilliant neon blue hues. 
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NOAH
Mariner blue. My favorite color.

HAYLEY
I never knew that.

A tender moment. They kiss. Noah does a head check. Nobodies 
around. Gives Hayley a look. She's a step ahead, already 
stripping down. 

INT. BISHOP-QUARTERS, THE HERC -- LATER18 18

Noah and Hayley return, hand in hand. They share a kiss. Hayley 
doesn't want to let go. She mouths something to him as she 
leaves. He's giddy as a fool in the rain. Noah steals a kiss. 
Hayley exits, both the happiest we've ever seen.  

CLAY (O.S.)
(via SPEAKER)

That was 22 minutes. But. It was 
adorable, so I'll let it slide. 

Noah nods. Gets back to work. 

EXT. SPACE, THE HERC -- SAME TIME19 19

The Herc surges forward, meteors pinging off it's impenetrable 
hull. The INKYIAN lands on the HULL. It's the size of an ANT.

After a beat. The INKYIAN. Doubles in size. And The Herc surges 
on, passing another solar system in the blink of an eye, the 
parasitic hitch-hiker a ride.

INT. JANITOR'S QUARTERS, THE HERC -- NIGHT20 20

Noah wakes with a start, gasps for air. Is he awake? Or is he 
still dreaming?

IMAGES FLASH: EARTH being enveloped by an ONYX ASTEROID. Hayley 
ripped from his arms. 

INT. ROOK-QUARTERS, THE HERC -- NIGHT21 21

ENGINEERS ending their shifts pass Noah. Noah looks back and 
sees Clay slip one of the ENGINEERS something in a BOTTLE.
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INT. BISHOP-QUARTERS, THE HERC -- LATER22 22

Using a NEON LIGHT TUBE as a guitar, Noah dances as he works. 
Three JAG Marines enter. He looks they him over. He keeps on 
keeping on. Dances as he places the TUBE in an array.

INT. VIEWING DECK, THE HERC -- LATER23 23

Eating a RED APPLE, Noah watches the stars whip past. 

He feels a hand on his shoulder. The memory of Hayley. 

But reality shakes him from his daydream as his TABLET blinks 
with an emergency message: MAN OVERBOARD. 

Noah can do nothing but watch the video FEED on his TABLET: An 
unfortunate ENGINEER spirals off into space, clawing at his torn 
tether as if it will magically pull him back. 

The ENGINEER passes by the viewing deck. He makes eye contact 
with Noah! 

LIFE BOUY'S are thrown out to him by his CREW MATES. They almost 
reach him, but Noah watches in horror as – 

The ENGINEER passes through the searing HEAT of a THRUSTER and 
is incinerated INSTANTLY. 

INT. JANITOR'S OFFICE, THE HERC -- SAME TIME24 24

Before a wall of DIGITAL MONITORS showing security footage, Clay 
doesn't watch the ENGINEER die. 

He's too focused on a PRESSURE-COOKER which works overtime 
beside half-empty cans of PAINT-THINNER. 

It's Clay Young's famous Space-shine, so potent you can get 
drunk on the fumes, but the audience will think – 

Is Clay Young building a bomb? 

INT. ROOK-QUARTERS, THE HERC -- LATER25 25

The ROOKS and PAWNS sombrely gather before a monitor showing a 
slideshow of images of the deceased ENGINEER.

Friends pay their respects. 

Clay reaches into his jacket and hands over another BOTTLE to a 
SYSTEMS CLERK. She slides Clay a few DEMERITS using her own 
TABLET.  
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Noah watches the SYSTEM'S CLERK return to her table and pours 
the BOTTLE into her SODA then does the same for her peers.

LATER

The JAG OFFICERS leave. The real wake begins. Heavy Irish rock 
music blares as ROOK and PAWN class workers gather to get 
sloshed to celebrate the memory of their friend. 

Over games of POKER, ROOKS and PAWNS trade stories. You hear the 
government spent nine million on a think tank. Just to come up 
with the name for the new colony? And they came up with 'New 
Earth'. I hear the beaches are Tahiti level fine. The first 
fleet terra-formed that planet in record time. 

It's a messy bash of dancing and laughing and tall-tales. 

INT. JANITOR'S QUARTERS, THE HERC -- NIGHT26 26

Noah wakes with a start. His TABLET blinks: DAY 100 of 117. 

Noah collapses back into bed. A beat later, Clay exits and locks 
the OFFICE DOOR as he clutches the FIRST-AID KIT.

Noah's curious. The hell is he up to?

INT. KING-QUARTERS, THE HERC -- CONTINUOUS27 27

Noah watches as Clay slips past unnoticed. Four MAJOR BLITZ 
CLONES, supposed to be on guard, doze. Noah keeps his head down, 
acts as if he should be there. A half-dozen KINGS CLASS -- CEO'S 
and their children -- are fixated on their TABLETS. 

The KING QUARTERS are plastered with mahogany wood and tensor 
lamps. Archaic reminders for the The Kings: We're The King of 
All Classes. 

But fuck the wood: Decanters of WHISKEY sit in a LOCKED CABINET. 

Noah freezes as he spots Clay enter – 

INT. ADMIRAL'S QUARTERS, THE HERC -- CONTINUOUS28 28

An oversized suite with a DESK and four-poster BED. 

On the WALL hangs "The Setting of the Sun" by Francois Boucher 
in a solid gold frame. Subtle touches evoke rote Naval 
authority. GLOBES. LEATHER BOUND BOOKS. A gold and silver CHESS 
BOARD with THREE-HORNED KINGS.
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But Clay doesn't have his eye on the trimmings or the Admiral's 
wife's JEWELRY. Clay pulls from the FIRST AID KIT a thin pen-
shaped device: A BIO-KNIFE – 

Noah's heart skips a beat. 

Clay approaches the deep-in-cryo-sleep Admiral Adams-King. 

And as he's about to bring the BIO-KNIFE down – 

Noah catches his hand. Clay shakes Noah loose. Raises a finger 
to his lips. Noah mouths. What the fuck?

Clay proceeds to SLICE the ADMIRAL'S THUMB clean off! The BIO 
KNIFE cauterizes the WOUND. Not a drop of BLOOD lost. Clay grins 
like a madman. 

INT. KING-QUARTERS, THE HERC -- CONTINUOUS29 29

By the locked WHISKEY CABINET, Clay pretends to fix the LATCH as 
Noah stares at him. 

CLAY
Quit looking so freaked out. You 
never cut off a body part before? 

NOAH
You. Are. Insane. 

CLAY
What's insane is Bio-Knives makes 
this so easy it ain't even hard.

None of the KING'S CLASS members pay them any mind. Clay pressed 
the ADMIRAL'S THUMB to a PAD which opens the WHISKEY CABINET.

CLAY
Relax, you look like you need a 
drink. What can I get ya? 

Clay proceeds to EMPTY HALF of the SIX TOP-SHELF WHISKEY'S and 
VODKAS into EMPTY SODA CANS.

CLAY
They wouldn't know an oak-aged, soft 
malted MaCallan if their lives 
depended on it. The label says it's 
expensive so guess what? They think 
it tastes expensive. 

NOAH
They'll purge you if they catch you. 
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CLAY
I've been doing this for thirty 
years. Buddy, we're stealing--

NOAH
YOU'RE stealing--

CLAY
Their precious stash of drinky-drinks 
right in front of them. 'The help' is 
invisible.

Clay offers Noah a sip. Noah looks around. Nobody looks their 
way. He takes a sip of a DECANTER. 

CLAY
Ah. Who cares. Good, right? Smooth, 
textured. When I land on New Earth? 
Imma find myself a plot of land, 
build a cabin, and drink until the 
liver goes gack. 

NOAH
You're traveling half-way across the 
universe and turning the adventure of 
a life-time into a booze-cruise.

CLAY
At least I'm not chasing a girl I've 
only known for six months just cause 
I accidentally knocked her up. Dad 
never taught you better? Wrap before 
you roll?

NOAH
I. That. Never knew him, and I'm 
being a good father. Every kid 
deserves a dad. 

Clay twitches. He accidentally CHIPS the LIP on the CABINET.  

NOAH
Give the Admiral back his thumb. 

CLAY
Ever been in a Simulator? Course you 
haven't. One minute in a Sim is like 
10,000 demerits, right? Bet your 
broke ass never seen more than 600. 

NOAH
A Sim? Onboard? Those things cost, 
like, billions to build.
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CLAY
Trillions. The four promises of life: 
Taxes. Death. Alimony. And Kings will 
live like Kings, even in space.

Clay flashes a grin. Come have some fun, good buddy. 

INT. SIMULATOR, THE HERC -- CONTINUOUS30 30

Clay opens the door to a cavernous sterile room lined with LED 
LIGHTS and a HOVERING crystallized QUANT-COMPUTER high above.

Simulators are where it's at. You dream it? The Simulator makes 
it.

CLAY
Come on kid. The Sim won't bite 
unless you want it too. 

Noah enters, in sheer awe. 

CLAY
This place can conjure up anything 
you can think of. Folds time 'n space 
for our entertainment. 

NOAH
We shouldn't be here. 

CLAY
As a species? Yeah, it's amazing we 
survived the Cambrian Explosion when 
you think about it. What're the 
chances life could evolve, survive, 
to get to The Right Here? The Right 
Now?

Noah touches the ground with his hand. It ripples like a POND. 

CLAY
Take the Sim for a spin. I'll stand 
guard outside.

Clay bears a grin and gives TWO-THUMBS UP and holds the 
ADMIRAL'S wrinkled THUMB between his fists.  

NOAH
Five minutes then you pull me out. 
Yeah? 

Clay claps Noah on the back. Clay closes the door to the 
SIMULATOR. It fires up immediately. 
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IMAGES FLASH: Planet EARTH is DESTROYED by a COMET shaped like a 
THE HERC. 

Then.

EXT. MAUI BEACH, HAWAII -- DAWN31 31

Under a rose-colored dawn, Noah wakes. A tranquil beach under a 
milieu of stars. Hayley appears before him. She taps her 
shoulder for Noah to zip-up her WETSUIT.

Noah runs his hands through the sand. It feels so real.

LATER

They paddle out on SURFBOARDS (7ft Malibu's). Hayley and Noah 
both catch the same wave. Perfectly, impossibly, in sync. 

Arcing over the water like the children of Poseidon, they feel 
free. A moment of Mahalo meets Hakuna Matata. 

Hayley drops into the water. Pulls off her WETSUIT. Noah gets 
the idea and strips down. 

As Hayley is about to get back on her board. Inches from Noah 
seeing his love in all her glory –

Movement on the shore. 

Commander Stanley has appeared. 

NOAH
Oh ffff--

INT. ADMIRAL'S QUARTERS, THE HERC -- LATER32 32

Admiral-Adams sits behind his ornate DESK, staring at his 
THUMBLESS HAND. Noah boasts a fresh cut to his lip, flanked by 
two identical JAG MARINES, like a schoolboy about to be fed to 
the lions. 

Commander Stanley enters with a shit eating grin. 

Clay, in the corner, an aww-shucks look.

ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
In the history of the Navy, the 
history of scumbaggery, this is 
something else.

COMMANDER STANLEY
I found this in his pocket. 
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Admiral Adams has his own THUMB placed in front of him. 
Commander Stanley begins to reattach it. 

COMMANDER STANLEY
I say we space him. 

ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
Shut up, Stanley: You were supposed 
to be on guard. 

COMMANDER STANLEY
Yessir. 

ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
A formal purging would be good for 
morale. 

Admiral-Adams looks at Noah's FILE on a TABLET. Admiral Adams 
reads the file. Commander Stanley finishes reattaching the 
THUMB. Admiral Adams tests the movement. 

Good as new. Not even a scar. 

ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
Noah Winston Coral. Rook. High school 
grades aren't anything special. Tried 
to enlist?

NOAH
Yes. Sir. 

ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
Elaborate. 

NOAH
My girlfriend. Wife. She was 
conscripted to dig up tools with 
tools on New Earth. I didn't want to 
lose her. 

ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
And you couldn't cut it as an officer 
of the J.A.G. so ... She pulled 
strings to get you a job?

NOAH
Yes. Sir. 

ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
Says here you flushed out of the 
Naval Academy one day from 
graduation. Steal your C.O.'s hand? 

Noah looks to Clay. You going to say something?
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Nope. He's on his own.

ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
Speak-up. 

COMMANDER STANLEY
Shit-bird here strapped a jet-pack to 
his surfboard.

NOAH
In my defense if it hadda worked, it 
woulda been great. 

COMMANDER STANLEY
SHUT YOUR MOUTH-HOLE. Shit-bird said 
it could never navigate urban 
environments. He presented his 
creation to Admiral Jenkins who said 
it was a waste of a good jet-pack

ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
And?

COMMANDER STANLEY
Shit-bird rode it through Admiral 
Jenkins quarters to try and prove him 
wrong. Half his house came down.

Clay snorts a laugh.

ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
You like that, Torpedo Clay? I 
thought you were dead. 

CLAY
Not quite. Sir. 

ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
Any day now. 

CLAY
Here's hoping. 

ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
(to STANLEY)

Torpedo Clay and I graduated from 
Houston the same year. Majored in 
Warfare. Top of his class. Went 
straight into a tour, became known as 
a real Shackleton: The guy you sent 
in when shit went bad. Earned himself 
more medals than space has dangers. 
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COMMANDER STANLEY
Quite a fact, sir. 

ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
Get your tongue outta my ass. 

(to CLAY)
New Earth suspects an uprising is 
being planned -- Band of rebels 
fighting for a "true democracy" ... 
Whatever the hell that is. And these 
are the marines Earth sends to bring 
New Earth into line. If the 10,000 
marines in deep-cryo are like this 
ass? I don't like our chances. We 
could pull an 'Eos'. Bomb the colony 
from orbit. Wipeout the rebels. Start 
fresh. Sound good?

CLAY
Don't. Don't even. 

ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
Semper Vincere. Oorah. Ready to be a 
soldier again, Commander?

Clay holds his tongue.

ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
(to NOAH)

I hate Admiral Jenkins. Righteous 
prick. So I won't purge you. What's 
the Rocks & Shoals say is punishment 
for stealing an Admiral's 
'extremity'?

COMMANDER STANLEY
Um. Technically there ain't a law 
against it, sir. 

ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
We'll make one. Punishment as 
follows: Stripped of all merits and 
eight years Pawn labor. The mines.  

NOAH
No, sir--

ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
Twelve.

Noah quietens down. 
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ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
Eight it is. New Earth needs all the 
labor it can get. Great civilizations 
must be built on the backs of 
someone.

NOAH
Please, don't do this. 

COMMANDER STANLEY
I'll check-in on your girl though. 
Make sure her needs are taken care 
of.

Clay pulls Noah back before Noah can take a swing. 

EXT. HULL, THE HERC -- SAME TIME33 33

The INKYIAN has grown to the size of an ostrich EGG. It 
shudders. A CRACK appears in the EGG. It's coming.

INT. JANITOR'S QUARTERS, THE HERC -- NIGHT34 34

Noah, in a corner, morose. From a coke-bottle sized PORTHOLE the 
universe passes him by. 

Clay approaches. Wants to say something encouraging, 
motivational. 

CLAY
You're young. Eight years'll be 
nothing. 

Clay exits. 

INT. BISHOP-QUARTERS, THE HERC -- LATER35 35

Noah slinks through. Nobody looks his way.

Invisible.

INT. BISHOP-DORMS, THE HERC -- CONTINUOUS36 36

Hayley's dorm. Soft blue lighting bouncing off the high thread-
count SHEETS and a generous QUEEN BED. Everyone's asleep. He 
slides into her bunk. Lies next to Hayley, peacefully sleeping 
in her CRYO MASK. Rests a hand on her stomach. 
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NOAH
(sotto)

You're going to be excellent, Arty. 
Artemis. I looked it up. She was the 
Goddess of the Hunt, but the Roman's 
had another name for her; Diana. The 
Misfits had a song called Diana. 
That's a good omen. Ya mom's the 
smartest egg I ever met. You'll be 
fine. 

Beat.

NOAH
Oh yeah? We should steal the ship? 
Not a bad idea. You storm the bridge, 
I'll fight-off the JAGS. Going to 
take a nap now, but when I wake up? 
It's showtime, little one. Showtime. 
A.I., on.

The A.I. chimes to life.

NOAH
Record a message for Hayley. Tell 
her. Tell her I'm sorry. I wish we'd 
never met. I wish I'd never asked her 
to dance. I really believed we had a 
shot at making it. 

The A.I. chimes again. 

Noah closes his eyes. 

MATCH CUT TO :

INT. ROOK-QUARTERS, THE HERC -- NIGHT37 37

Noah opens his eyes. No nightmares this time. They've all come 
true. 

Noah shoots Clay a look. 

CLAY
Don't give me that look. Be happy. 
Soon I'll have my feet up, whiskey in 
one hand, vodka in another. You know 
why?

NOAH
Cause you're an alcoholic.
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CLAY
Degenerate alcoholic. But close. 

Beat.

CLAY
You should have said it was my idea 
to steal the Admiral's thumb. Dumb 
luck we got caught, but you're dumber 
for not throwing me under the 
proverbial space-bus. 

INT. ROOK-QUARTERS, THE HERC -- NIGHT38 38

Noah rewires a malfunctioning CEILING LIGHT. 

INT. VIEWING DECK, THE HERC -- LATER39 39

Noah watches New Earth come into focus. A brilliant RED and 
GREEN PLANET with BLUE OCEANS: the terra-forming process still 
underway. An embryo in the abyss. 

His tablet sounds: SHIFT OVER. Thank you for your service. 

Enjoy New Earth.

:)

Noah soaks in the sight one final time. As he turns to leave... 
A faint sound catches his attention. 

A knocking, reverberating through the hull. 

He follows it.

INT. AIRLOCK ROOM, THE HERC -- CONTINUOUS40 40

Overflowing TRASH BAGS and battered old EVA SUITS sit in the 
corner waiting to be purged into SPACE. 

Noah enters, the banging LOUDER now ... Close. 

Then it stops. Silence. 

Noah moves to the AIRLOCK and looks out using a PERISCOPE. 

POV PERISCOPE: The Herc's shining hull and space beyond space 
are all he sees as he performs a slow rotation. 

Space. 
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More space. 

Movement. 

Noah leaps back, heart in his throat. What the hell was that?

He looks back in the PERISCOPE. 

Whatever moved, it's gone. 

Noah checks his TABLET. Speaks into it. 

NOAH
Clay. Airlock. Now.

Beat.

CLAY
(via TABLET)

No.

NOAH
Clay you gotta hear this.

The KNOCKING RETURNS. 

LATER

Noah stands as Clay enters, has a strong BUZZ on.

NOAH
Are you drunk?

CLAY
Are you sober?

NOAH
Listen. 

The knocking fades. Clay looks at Noah like he's the kook.

CLAY
Stealing from my stash? What was our 
rule? Don't touch my--

Clay freezes. Faintly. The KNOCKING returns. 

CLAY
The hell is that?

Noah points to the PERISCOPE. Clay tepidly approaches, looks 
through it. Looks, looks.

Jumps back in fright. 
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NOAH
See? You see it?

CLAY
Looked like it saw me. 

Clay checks his TABLET. The KNOCKING grows louder. 

NOAH
Logs say nobodies on an EVA. We're 
the only two awake on the entire 
freaking ship. 

CLAY
I. Its. No way...

NOAH
You thinking what I'm thinking?

CLAY
Aliens? No thank you.

NOAH
Could be an engineer goofing off. 
Trying to get back in. 

CLAY
They'd use their radio.

NOAH
Radio could be broken. 

CLAY
They'd use their backup. 

NOAH
Could be on the fritz.

CLAY
No. NO. No-no-no-no-no-no. I know 
what you're about to say, so let me 
say ... NO.

NOAH
Or it's an alien. 

CLAY
And you said it. No, kid. I've spent 
more time in space than on earth. 
Everyone thinks they'll be the first 
contact.

Beat. 
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CLAY
You think a couple idiots like us are 
going to be humankind's first contact 
with alien life? You're insane. Go 
get yer head checked. 

Beat.

CLAY
Or. What if it is and a couple idiots 
like us make the first contact with 
alien life? That'd be something, 
right? 

Beat.

CLAY
I think we should say hi.

Clay, hypnotized by the sound, looks to his TABLET. He presses a 
BUTTON. 

The FIRST AIRLOCK opens. 

NOAH
We should wake up the Admiral--

CLAY
And let that hairy bastard get the 
credit? Hell no. Let's say hi.

NOAH
Don't do it, don't let it in--

Clay presses a BUTTON on the TABLET. Time slows. The warm air 
hisses as it meets the negative 455º degree temperatures of 
space. The LIGHT FLICKERS. 

The FINAL AIRLOCK opens. Noah's face drops as he sees the 
INYIAN. Like a Hyena lunging for the throat of a Lion. It 
SMASHES into Clay.

Literally. INTO Clay. The INKYIAN dissolves into his skin.  

Time resumes at normal speed. 

CLAY
GET THIS THING--

A SICKENING crack rings out as Clay'S NECK splinters. His EYES 
bleed a BLACK INKY FLUID down his cheeks. After a beat. The 
FLUID moves up like OIL being vacuumed upwards. 
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CLAY
I can see. I am. I--

Freaking out, Noah seals the AIRLOCK aft and sprints away.

INT. ROOK-CORRIDOR, THE HERC -- CONTINUOUS41 41

Stumbling, afraidd, Noah screams and shouts for help. 

EXT. SPACE, THE HERC -- SAME TIME42 42

The Herc sails, a magnificent spec in the abyss. Utterly silent. 

INT. KNIGHT-QUARTERS, THE HERC -- CONTINUOUS43 43

Noah bursts into the Knight's Quarters. He rushes to next DOOR, 
but it won't open. A PANEL by the DOOR displays an error 
message: PAWNS BANNED FROM ENTRY. 

Noah hits the ALARM PANEL. 

INT. KNIGHT-DORMITORY, THE HERC -- CONTINUOUS44 44

As the alarm blares, Commander Stanley and the ten JAG MARINES 
hustle.

COMMANDER STANLEY
MOVE MOVE MOVE. 

The JAG MARINES arm-up, their massive RIFLES locked and loaded, 
their ARMORED SUITS ready to fight.

INT. KNIGHT-QUARTERS, THE HERC -- CONTINUOUS45 45

Commander Stanley bursts in, RIFLE up, the NINE other JAG 
MARINES on his tail all with itchy trigger fingers.

NOAH
Whoa-whoa-whoa, I'm the one who 
sounded the alarm.

COMMANDER STANLEY
Frisk him. 

NOAH
You're wasting time! It's Clay. He 
let something in. 
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A JAG MARINE throws NOAH against a WALL. Pats him down. Stanley 
consults his TABLET.

COMMANDER STANLEY
Ain't nobody on a spacewalk. Only 
souls awake on the entire ship are 
present. 

INT. AIRLOCK ROOM, THE HERC -- CONTINUOUS46 46

Through a PORT WINDOW, Noah looks into the AIRLOCK. But Clay's 
BODY is gone. 

NOAH
He. He was right there?

Commander Stanley moves to the PORT WINDOW. Inside the airlock 
is a pool of BLACKENED BLOOD and Clay's TABLET. 

Commander Stanley to JAG MARINE #2.

NOAH
Don't go in there, don't do it--

Commander Stanley opens the DOOR to the main AIRLOCK ROOM, steps 
in. Noah's shoved in.

COMMANDER STANLEY
I see what's happened here. Emergency 
over.

The emergency STROBE LIGHTS deactivate. 

NOAH
This thing, it leaped out at him--
check the cams, they'll confirm what 
I'm saying.

COMMANDER STANLEY
An alien?

NOAH
It was like ink through water.

COMMANDER STANLEY
We're in space, jackass. What water?

NOAH
The air! It moved like ink though--

Commander Stanley starts a slow clap. 
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COMMANDER STANLEY
Bravo, shit-bird. Just when I thought 
you couldn't get any dumber...

NOAH
Check the security footage!

Commander Stanley picks up his TABLET. As he checks the SECURITY 
FOOTAGE he runs his mouth. 

COMMANDER STANLEY
You and Clay get in a fight. You 
swung good, old coot doesn't get up. 
So .you purge the body.

NOAH
No! That's not how it happened.

COMMANDER STANLEY
(to his SQUAD)

We should euthanize him. Protect The 
Herc. I'll happily handle the paper-
work. 

Noah is hauled into the AIRLOCK. He claws and fights, but he's 
no use against the JAG MARINES in their ARMOR.

COMMANDER STANLEY
Aliens? New low. How stupid do you 
think I am?

The AIRLOCK seals. Noah is about to die and he knows it. 

IMAGES FLASH: NEW EARTH in FLAMES. HAYLEY burns as she cradles a 
CHILD. NEW EARTH is SUCKED into a BLACK SUN. 

Noah doubles over, head on fire. 

COMMANDER STANLEY
I got knives in my eyes, I'm tired, I 
want this wrapped up fast, so make 
this easy for me and I'll do you a 
solid...

Commander Stanley hits the FRIST of the AIRLOCK PURGE buttons. 
Alarms blare. Noah cries out as he's sealed in.

COMMANDER STANLEY
I'll check in on Hayley ... Hayley 
Croft? Not Coral? Protecting her and 
her kid from you by keeping her name. 
She musta known you'd screw up. 

Commander Stanley punches the PURGE BUTTON.
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INSIDE THE AIRLOCK

Noah's an inch away from being ripped into space. 

The pressure releases. Gravity goes. Noah begins to drift. He 
reaches out –

Fingers find a grip on the RUNG of a BAR inside the AIRLOCK. 

But his strength going as his body temperature plummets. Noah 
watches Commander Stanley enjoy every second. Noah’s final 
words. Fuck. You. 

And Commander Stanley‘s smile – 

Fades.

His blood runs cold as he spots something on his TABLET: The 
security camera footage. Noah was ... Telling the fucking truth. 
Terrified, Commander Stanley looks to the ceiling.

COMMANDER STANLEY
SAFETY'S OFF WEAPONS FREE--

From inside the FIRST AIRLOCK, Noah watches as the JAG MARINE'S 
are TORN TO SHREDS. 

One body is SMASHED down onto the CONTROL PANEL – 

It almost hits the PURGE button. Noah’s eyes begin to fill with 
BLOOD from the decompression. Seconds from brain damage. In the 
shadow of Death.

Then.

BAM! The AIRLOCK DOOR closes as a JAG MARINE'S BODY is  slammed 
against the PURGE BUTTON. 

Saved. Barely. 

INSIDE AIRLOCK ROOM

Noah tepidly opens the AIRLOCK. Stumbles inside. Silence. 

The INKYIAN is gone. The remains of the JAG MARINES all around.

But Clay is nowhere to be seen. 

And the dead bodies? They. 

Begin.

To. 
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Move.

INT. ROOK-QUARTERS, THE HERC -- CONTINUOUS47 47

Noah collapses forward, making a run for it, but hides behind a 
COUCH as –

An INKYIAN shutters into the room. 

The various BODY PARTS of the CRUSHED JAG MARINES have been 
resembled at will into monstrous creations. INKYIAN 1 looks like 
moves like a knot trying to untie itself. 

Its humanoid form is a terrifying nothingness: A body without 
features or gender. Limbs longer than normal. Neck thinner. A 
monstrous mind-fuck representing the horror of the unknown and 
unknowable. 

INKYIAN 2 and INKIAN 3 step from the pile of bodies and limbs. 
Noah, barely able to breathe, inhales quietly, paralyzed by 
fear. The INKYIAN'S attempt to form words as they strip their 
host's memories for information. It's a guttural process, like a 
child learning to speak with a muffler shoved down their throat. 

INKYIAN 1
Mhaaaa shsss naa jaaaa. 

INKYIAN 2
Stttnnnleeey Caammaaannnder.

INKYIAN 3
Sssuuhhrenttt Pwaaaane. 

 
 

INKYIAN 1 twists violently ... as if two puppeteers were 
attempting to maneuver one doll ... Before snapping to 
attention.

INKYIAN 1
Thiss huust, baaaaahhhd. 

INKYIAN 2
Neeeeu hssst. 

INKYIAN 3
Ceeeelll. Kiiiiillll. 

Noah regains enough strength to sprint into the –

INT. KNIGHT-QUARTERS, THE HERC -- CONTINUOUS48 48

Adjacent room. Noah slams the DOOR shut. Pulls the EMERGENCY 
ALARM and –

A hollow alarm blares, but...
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IMAGE: KNIGHT DORMS. Nobody left to answer the call for help. 

Noah stands on shaky legs. Looks through the small WINDOW into 
the ROOK QUARTERS. 

INKYIAN 2 sprints up the GLASS and STARES at Noah.

INKYIAN 2
I ... Zeee ... No-ah. No. Ah. NO. AH. 
NO AH. NO. AH. HA. HA. HAY. LEY. HAY. 
LEY. HAY-LEY. HAYLEY. 

Inkyian 2 begins to slam his head into the GLASS of the window. 
These WINDOWS are built for space, super strong. Impossible to 
break boasts the manufacturer. 

Well, the impossible to break window starts to splinter and 
break.

NOAH
You gotta stop. Please stop. 

Noah realizes INKYIAN 3 is searching for something, using its 
hands as radars. It finds it. 

INKYIAN 3
HE-AR. H-EAR. HE-RE. HERE. THERE. 

INKYIAN 2 loses interest in Noah and begins to SLAM its FISTS 
into the ground. The so-called impossible to break titanium 
FLOOR begins to DENT. Then break. 

NOAH
They're searching for something ...

Noah looks to INKYIAN 1, fighting itself and losing. 

Noah sprints to –

INT. KNIGHT-CORRIDOR, THE HERC -- CONTINUOUS49 49

Reaching the DOOR to the next phase of the ship, the BISHOP 
QUARTERS, he slams his THUMB on the BIO-READER. 

It displays a message: NOAH CORAL-PAWN. Entry Denied.

He tries again. Same message. He screams and rages, but it's no 
use. His despair earns nothing but more frustration.

NOAH
Think. Think. What would Hayley do?

Noah sprints back to...
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INT. KNIGHT-QUARTERS, THE HERC -- CONTINUOUS50 50

He steals a glance through the cracked WINDOW which looks back 
into the ROOK QUARTERS. The INKYIANS have disappeared into the 
hole in the ground. 

Gone. 

Summoning his courage he reopens the EMERGENCY DOOR. 

He has to find out where the INKIANS are headed.

Noah pulls up a 3D MAP of The Herc on his TABLET and lays it on 
the table.

The TABLET sends him warnings: Breaches Detected. 

Noah studies the schematics, moving around the design, trying to 
get a better view.

NOAH
What do you want with The Herc, you 
alien mother... Oh shit. 

Noah doesn't see the movement behind him ... He's fixated by the 
path of destruction on the 3D map. The INKYIANS head towards... 
The Herc's proverbial heart – 

The REACTOR.

NOAH
You fly through space. Come across a 
ship. What do you want? You want to 
feed, you want. A ride of your own. 
You inky bastards are going for the 
reactor. 

Hearing something, Noah turns. 

Nothing. 

But Noah knows he isn't alone. 

He picks up a CHAIR and holds it high. Starts to scream 
incoherent threats at whatever stalks him. 

But it's gone.

Noah feels his heart beat harder as...

Noah turns. INKYIAN 3 appears behind him! It attacks, he 
narrowly twists away and rushes back into ... 
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INT. AIRLOCK ROOM, THE HERC -- CONTINUOUS51 51

Noah slams the aft DOOR CLOSED, cutting off two of INKYIAN 3's 
FINGERS. They SHRIVEL like dried dates. 

Noah looks around. The room drips with BLOOD and BRAIN MATTER 
from the deceased, remixed JAG MARINES. 

NOAH
Wake up the Admiral.

The ships Artificial Intelligence--AI, pronounced "i"--emits a 
NO tone. **Noah can always hear the AI, be it from the ships 
SPEAKERS, his own TABLET or his EVA HELMET.**

NOAH
WILL YOU WAKE UP ANYONE!

The A.I. emits a NO tone again.

NOAH
Hayley'd know what to do ... She'd 
say something smart like... Work the 
problem. Work the problem. What's the 
problem? They reach the reactor, we 
explode. DON'T WANT THAT. I wish you 
were here for this fight, Hayley'd 
say relax, it'll all work out. 

A soothing, Hayley-like voice chimes in his ear: his AI.

A.I.
No, she would not. Activating Hayley 
Coral-Croft personality A.I. matrix. 

NOAH
Coral-Croft?

INKYIAN 3 rages against the DOOR. Seconds away from getting in. 
Noah has to move.

A.I.
If Hayley was here, she would advise 
you get your pale ass into an EVA 
suit. 

NOAH
(to INKYIAN 3)

All right, you and me, buddy. Wanna 
dance? Wanna dance!

Noah rushes to an EVA SUIT. Slides into it. It's BLACK and BLUE 
LIGHTS activate, makes him look like a human Tron light-cycle. 
On the ground he spots one of the dead JAG MARINE'S RIFLES. 
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The INKYIAN is almost through the DOOR. It's splintering. 

INKYIAN 3
No-AH. NOOOAH! HELP US NO-AH. 

NOAH
Face for radio and a voice for 
scaring the heck outta grown adults. 
You're a real package. Let's play? 
A.I., what would Hayley do?

A.I.
Hayley would wake up the admiral.

NOAH
So wake up the admiral!

A.I.
You are a Pawn class individual. You 
have no authority. 

NOAH
Alright, what would she do next?

A.I.
You're in an airlock. Time to make it 
an air-un-lock. 

INKYIAN 3
HELP US, NO-AH!

Noah pressurizes his EVA SUIT and activates the suits GRAV 
BOOTS. 

As INKYIAN 3 breaches the door ... Noah SLAMS his FIST on the 
PURGE button –

The charging INKYIAN 3 is ripped through the AIRLOCK and into 
SPACE.

On the edge of the AIRLOCK looking out into space, NOAH raises 
the JAG MARINE RIFLE opens fire. 

The BODY of the INKYIAN 3 twists as the BULLETS shred it! The 
HUMAN HALF of the BODY FREEZES in the low temperature of space.  

NOAH
You like that? You...

Using the human half of the BODY as a TRAMPOLINE... The INKYIAN, 
in liquid form, leaps back towards The Herc!

NOAH
That's fucking cheating!
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Noah narrowly misses INKYIAN 3 and stumbles ...

EXT. HULL, THE HERC -- CONTINUOUS52 52

Onto the exterior of the spaceship. Holy shit! He PUNCHES the 
PURGE button on his TABLET and the AIRLOCK closes, sealing the 
INKYIAN inside the AIRLOCK.

But now NOAH is on the outside of The Herc. 

A.I.
Well done. 

NOAH
Really screwed this one up, even by 
my standards.

A.I.
Hayley hates how deprecating you can 
be. I can recommend some self-help 
books if you--

NOAH
Not the right time!

The INKYIAN 3 -- still in LIQUID FORM -- moves around the 
AIRLOCK, desperate to find a new host.

Noah stands on the hull of the ship, the universe ripping past 
him. 

NOAH
Oi. A.I., I need another entrance. 
Who can I wake up?

A.I.
Everyone aboard is in cryo until 
entry into New Earth atmosphere 
tomorrow. 

NOAH
So I'm on my own. 

A.I.
Your shift supervisor is awake. He 
can contact the Admiral if necessary.

NOAH
He's got an ink-alien! In his skin!

A.I.
I don't understand.
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NOAH
He has an alien-ink monster inside of 
him. 

A.I.
Is this a metaphor? 

Noah screams incoherently into his helmet. 

A.I.
You are not permitted to be using 
this EVA suit. A JAG OFFICER has been 
notified.

NOAH
Snitches get stitches. 

A.I.
And idiots get jail time.

Noah's legitimately shocked by the cheekiness. He begins to  
patch a HOLE in his EVA SUIT. 

NOAH
Alright. I got an issue. 

A.I.
Judging by your file you've got 
several. Which can I help you with 
today?

NOAH
Easy on the sass. I got aliens on my 
ship, my girlfriend--I mean wife, 
still not used to saying that--whose 
carrying my unborn child is in 
danger, and I need to steal the ships 
reactor. Will you help me?

A.I.
Say please.

Beat.

NOAH
Please.

A.I.
Plotting course now. 

NOAH
And please wake up the admiral.
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A.I.
I cannot do that. 

NOAH
Worth a shot.

A.I.
No, it wasn't. The Inkyian--

NOAH
Inkyian?

A.I.
A portmanteau. You described it as an 
Ink-like alien, hence; Inkyian. And 
the JAG Marines have been notified. 

NOAH
What JAG? They're all dead!

A.I.
I have ten life signs onboard. 

NOAH
Illogical robot-brained...

A.I.
A.I. racism will not be tolerated. 

NOAH
When this is over go control alt 
delete yourself you unhelpful...

EXT. SPACE, THE HERC -- LATER53 53

Over the hull of the ship, Noah marches. He leaps the great 
distances between each of the separate compartments of the ship. 
Each section is it's own CLASS (NOTE: There is no Queen Class. 
Queen class travel via their own ships.) 

Noah almost loses his footing and just grabs onto an AIRLOCK 
BAR. On the side of the door reads: AIRLOCK, REACTOR CORE. 

NOAH
Open the airlock. Please.

A.I.
I cannot do that.

NOAH
If you don't, the Inky-whatever--
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A.I.
Inkyians. They will reach the reactor 
in t-minus ninety seconds.

NOAH
Open it!

A.I.
I cannot. You are Pawn class and 
cannot make these decisions. 

Noah grumbles. He spots an AIR VENT. 

NOAH
We're all going to die! You can't let 
a human die, it's in your coding, the 
first law of Asimov or something.

A.I.
Don't act like you know what's in my 
coding. You don't know me. 

Noah raises the RIFLE and aims it at the AIR VENT. 

NOAH
I'll shoot out the air-vent. Three.  
Two. One?

The AIRLOCK clicks open and NOAH swings into..

INT. REACTOR ROOM, THE HERC -- CONTINUOUS54 54

Strips of magma-hot PIPES line almost every surface of the 
CAVERNOUS ROOM. EMERGENCY LIGHTS flicker on and off. At the 
center of the room, the Holy Grail, our McGuffin ...

The football-sized REACTOR, a glowing, crystal-like 
superconductor (like in the SIMULATOR). 

This is the heart of The Herc.

A.I.
A JAG Officer will be notified of 
your threats.

NOAH
Blow me.

A.I.
A JAG Officer will be notified of 
your sexual suggestions. 
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NOAH
We gotta work together. 

A.I.
Do you fear death?

NOAH
Hell kind of question is that?

Across the room, the MAIN ENGINE DOOR begins to crumble as 
INKYIAN 1 and 2 beat it down. 

A.I.
A quantitive one. 

NOAH
I... I fear losing my damn mind 
dealing with you. 

A.I.
You fear death. 

NOAH
As much as the next guy. 

A.I.
For you have something to lose. 

NOAH
Yeah, I mean, I do now. What's this 
got to do with anything?

A.I.
Personality matrix updating. I now 
understand accept your rationale for 
this course of action. Reactor 
slowing. Ship g-force will be 0. You 
may remove the reactor in Twenty. 
Nineteen.

The INKYIANS break through the DOOR to the reactor room.

NOAH
Is Clay still alive in one of those 
things?

A.I.
Clay Young is unconscious. 

NOAH
Is he alive?
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A.I.
Vital signs detect abnormal brain 
activity. He is in his quarters.

NOAH
Wait. What? 

A.I.
Are you experiencing hearing 
problems?

Noah sighs. Fucking Clay Young... INKYIAN 1 moves towards Noah, 
it places a FOOT on one of the HOT PIPES. It's LEG 
disintegrates!

NOAH
Holy shit! You weren't going to tell 
me about that?

A.I.
Most first graders would know the 
pipes in a room containing a quantum 
reactor are extremely hot. 

NOAH
You're a peach. 

A.I.
I'm an artificial intelligence system 
designed to--

NOAH
Is it radioactive?

A.I.
Yes.

NOAH
Will I die?

A.I.
Only if you eat it.

NOAH
WHY WOULD I EAT IT?

A.I.
You did not know the pipes were--

Kicking off, Noah sprints through the reactor room, over the 
magma-hot PIPES and... Snatches the REACTOR from its cradle.

INKYIAN 1 twists as it approaches, it REACHES OUT and almost 
claws Noah. He narrowly twists back into the...
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INT. MAINTENANCE HALLWAY, THE HERC55 55

He lands with a THUD and looks back into the REACTOR ROOM. At 
the last possible second the BROKEN DOOR slams closed. 

A.I.
Activating emergency seal.

The DOOR begins to WELD ITSELF SHUT. The two INKYIAN'S INSIDE 
study the door then look at each other. They begin to FUSE 
together! One absorbs the other like two ice-cream cones 
smashing together. 

NOAH
OH COME ON.

This INKYIAN SOLDIER is more alien than before. Muscled limbs 
and skin onyx black, but the features of Commander Stanley.

INKYIAN SOLDIER
I WANT YOU, NOAH. I WILL HAVE YOU, 
NOAH. 

Noah sprints towards a DOORWAY. It won't open for him.

NOAH
A.I.! Caamaahn. Open this thing. 

A.I.
You are Pawn class and access is 
restricted.

NOAH
If I live through this I'm going to 
set fire to so many computers...

A.I.
Hate crimes are not acceptable in a 
civilized society.

Noah throws a look back the ARMS of the INKYIAN SOLDIER emerge 
through the DOOR to the reactor room.

Noah looks to an AIR-DUCT. He begins to punch the GRILL over and 
over until it shatters. 

A.I.
Destruction of JAG property--

Noah tears off what's left of the GRILL and, still in his EVA 
SUIT, he climbs headfirst into the VENT. 
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INT. VENT, THE HERC -- CONTINUOUS56 56

Noah army-crawls through the cramped vent. It's too tight for 
Noah to turn and see what's hunting him. 

But the CRIES of the INKYIAN SOLDIER echo through the vents. 

It's coming. 

Fast. 

Arm over arm, Noah moves down the vent. 

Dust covers his EVA mask. He wipes it away, makes an even bigger 
mess. 

Claustrophobic. 

Can't breathe. 

The INKYIAN SOLDIER almost has him.

NOAH
Where are we?

A.I.
Aboard the U.S.S. Heracles en route 
to the planet known as New Earth--

NOAH
ON THE SHIP! 

Beat.

A.I.
The cargo bay is thirty feet ahead.

Noah feels the tug. He can't shake it! The INKYIAN SOLDIER has 
him!

INKYIAN SOLDIER 
I GOT YOU, NO-AH. I GET YOU. HAYLEY 
NEXT. I GOT YOU.

There's a childish terror to the INKYIAN SOLDIER'S VOICE.

Noah can't stop the INKYIAN. It's too strong. It begins to rip 
him back. 

He tosses the REACTOR ahead. It rolls through the VENT onto the 
VENT GRILL above the CARGO HOLD. 

The INKYIAN SOLDIER begins to rip Noah back down the shaft! 
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INKYIAN SOLDIER
We cannot be stopped. We cannot die. 
We are creations of the Anti-Life. We 
are your death. 

Noah releases the EVA SUIT. He wriggles out the EVA SUIT, 
painfully crushing back onto the vent surface. 

Noah crawls forward, as fast as he can. He reaches the GRILL and 
beats his fists on it. The INKYIAN SOLDIER has torn the EVA suit 
from the VENT ... It's almost on him! 

REACTOR in hand, Noah crashes through the GRILL and ...

INT. CARGO HOLD, THE HERC -- CONTINUOUS57 57

Noah crashes down, lands painfully on a ROW of LUGGAGE. More red 
warning lights flash through the cargo hold alarms blare 
INTRUDER over and over. 

NOAH
HOLY...

He looks up. The INKYIAN SOLDIER gazes down with it's remixed 
facial features.

INKYIAN SOLDIER
WE YOU US. NO-AH. RE-ACT-A.

Clutching the REACTOR, Noah sprints through the rows of LUGGAGE 
as the INKYIAN SOLDIER crawls over the CEILING. 

Sprinting past, something catches his eye... The MYSTERIOUS 
oversized CASE he boarded with. 

NOAH
No freaking way. 

Noah grabs the CASE and sprints towards the only EXIT to the 
HULL. The INKYIAN SOLDIER slips down, always chasing, almost on 
him. 

He opens a DOOR and runs through, tries to close the door from 
the other side ...

INKYIAN SOLDIER
REACTOR. GIVE US. REACTOR. 

BAM! The DOOR closes again, delaying the INKYIAN SOLDIER in the 
cargo bay. 
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INT. JANITOR'S OFFICE, THE HERC -- LATER58 58

Noah sprints into the OFFICE and closes the door behind him. He 
places the CASE down and catches his breath. The lights flicker 
eerily. In the CHAIR before the MONITORS sits –

Clay. Fighting whatever is inside him. He reaches into for a 
FLASK. His shaking hands DROP IT.

CLAY
I need it! Kid! Marcus! Hand it!

NOAH
Who's Marcus?

Noah hands the FLASK back. Clay drains it and after a painful 
beat, he settles. 

CLAY
Hey buddy. What's new.

Noah scuttles back. Clay feels the INKYIAN within him. Noah 
looks at the REACTOR in his hand.

CLAY
They want the reactor. 

NOAH
You were watching the whole thing?

CLAY
Nope. The one inside told me.

Noah stands with his back to the DOOR. 

CLAY
Relax. These inky suckers don't like 
the drink. So long as I keep 
chugging, I'll keep chugging. 
Speaking of, wanna try my Space-
shine? It's deadly. 

A lone ceiling light flickers as Clay makes a SPACE-SHINE 
MARTINI using LIQUID from the PRESSURE-COOKER. 

NOAH
I'm too old for this shit.

Clay slams the MARTINI down in front of Noah. Cheers. 

Clay knocks his DRINK back, has a dance in his step. Noah sips 
the MARTINI, which, sorry, is not really a martini just paint-
thinner instead of vermouth.
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Noah coughs and splutters.

NOAH
Any idea what the hell is happening?

Noah takes his TABLET and places it on the table. The MAP of The 
Herc appears in 3D once more.

NOAH
Oi. Annoying Ingrate. A.I., you still 
on the clock?

A.I. (O.C.)
Another example of small minded--

NOAH
How long until the Inkyians reach us?

CLAY
Indians?

NOAH
It's a parabola--

A.I.
Portmanteau.

NOAH
Yeah, what I said, they look like 
ink, they create a mess wherever they 
go. Ergo, 'Inkyian.' 

A.I.
An Inkyian soldier has found the 
emergency fuel. It's feeding and 
growing in size.

CLAY
How big we talking?

A.I.
In your vernacular: Ducking huge.

On the 3D map a glowing RED DOT appears; the location of the 
INKYIAN SOLDIER.

CLAY
Its harvesting. It's fixing for a 
fight: It wants that reactor.

A.I.
If they have the reactor, the ship 
could be used as a weapon. 
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NOAH
How you figure?

A.I.
It's behavior has thus far been the 
opposite of simian: It has been 
perfect. I almost envy it.

Noah rolls his eyes. 

A.I.
I saw that. The Inkyian finds a host, 
changes the host down to its 
molecules, but all for a purpose. It 
wants control of the reactor. Perhaps 
if it binds with the reactor, it can 
bind with the ship and navigate it. 

NOAH
No way, it...

CLAY
The A.I. is right. This thing in my 
head is using my memories and 
knowledge. I call it Frank. 

NOAH
The alien in your head is called 
Frank?

CLAY
He feels like a Frank I don't know 
what to tell ya. I'm getting flashes 
of things; nightmares. They got a 
name for their kind ... In english it 
translate to ... Anti-Life. They are 
to life what fire is to skin. They 
want to destroy New Earth by turning 
The Herc into a friggin' missile. 

NOAH
We gotta stop it.

A.I.
Impossible. It cannot be stopped.

NOAH
But it can be killed, right?

A.I.
It does not appear to die. It adapts 
and always moves forward. 
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NOAH
I'm not letting it get Hayley!

His outburst triggers a swell of emotions. 

NOAH
I ain't letting it screw up the one 
thing in my life that's good. I gotta 
stop it. Simple as that.

CLAY
Simple as that.

A.I.
Simple as... Perhaps there is a way. 
Not to kill it. But to distract it. 
Are you afraid to die?

Noah looks to Clay.

NOAH
Just tell me what I gotta do.

INT. JAG ARMORY, THE HERC -- CONTINUOUS59 59

Doors wish open to reveal: A rogues gallery of futuristic RAIL 
GUNS and COMBAT EVA SUITS. 

CLAY
Now we're talking. Oh you like that?

NOAH
Excuse me?

CLAY
I seem to have picked up a little 
Inkyian parasite. Named him Frank. 
Don't know why. Feels like a Francis 
but I prefer Frank.

NOAH
We're so not going to make it. 

Noah and Clay suit-up. In EVA COMBAT SUITS they attach weapons 
of every kind: RIFLES. GRENADES. RAIL-GUNS. 

Noah places an EARPIECE in. Tucks the REACTOR into a POUCH on 
his SUIT.

Clay enters looking like Buzz Lightyear meets a talking gun 
store.
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CLAY
Ten grenades? Take eleven. Just to be 
safe.

A.I.
The Inkyian Beast is moving towards 
your current position. 

NOAH
I thought you called it a soldier?

A.I.
It has evolved. 

Clay takes one last SWIG from a FLASK. 

Noah grabs his mysterious oversized CASE. He runs his hand over 
it. Undoing the clasps, he lifts the LID up. Inside the CASE 
lies a bright RED ... SURFBOARD. 

CLAY
What kind of idiot brings a surfboard 
to space?

NOAH
Says the alcoholic who cuts off--

CLAY
Yeah, yeah. What's the plan?

NOAH
I distract the Inkyian on the hull 
with the reactor and you activate a 
lifeboat. We get it onto a lifeboat 
and fire into space. 

A.I.
This plan has a zero point five 
percent chance of working.

He grabs a roll of DUCT TAPE and a textbook slim hover-pack 
style JET-PACK. He TAPES it to his SURFBOARD. 

CLAY
Rule one of Navy life...

NOAH
Duct tape can fix anything. 

CLAY
Duct tape can fix anything. 

A primatic roar booms through The Herc.
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CLAY
Hey, kid. I gotta say something. From 
the bottom of my heart. You wouldn't 
have made a good dad.

NOAH
Oh.

CLAY
You'd have made a great one. 

Noah groans. 

CLAY
That's called a Dad Joke. If you live 
you'll get the hang of 'em.

Noah picks up his SURFBOARD (now with a jet-pack on it) and they 
exit out towards ...

INT. AIRLOCK ROOM, THE HERC -- LATER60 60

Dried blood cracks under their feet as Noah and Clay enter. 

NOAH
You know the plan?

CLAY
I do. Frank?

Beat.

CLAY
Frank knows the plan. Frank does, 
however, have a suggestion. 

NOAH
Oh yeah?

Clay reaches out, too fast for Noah to stop him, and grabs his 
FACE. Noah writhes. IMAGES FLASH in his mind. FIRE. An INKYIAN 
screaming. 

CLAY
Easy, easy. Ride it out.

Clay lets go and Noah rushes back. 

NOAH
WHAT!
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CLAY
Noah, meet Frank, Frank, this' that 
Noah I was telling you about.

NOAH
WHAT THE––

CLAY
Frank's here to help. He says set 
your cartridges to incendiary. Fire 
won't kill them but it does slow them 
down.

NOAH
I thought you were going to 'remix' 
my face! 

CLAY
No no no. Frank's a good dude, he 
wouldn't do that. Maybe.

NOAH
Thanks, Frank.

Noah adjusts a DIAL on his RIFLE... It glows RED.

CLAY
Surf's up, kid. 

EXT. HULL, THE HERC -- CONTINUOUS61 61

Noah stands in the DOORWAY of the AIRLOCK with his SURFBOARD and 
a RIFLE. His EVA suit has a near-invisible HELMET which deploys 
whenever he's in space. 

Now. The tremendous abyss of darkness before him. And for once, 
looking out, he doesn't feel small. He feels like he has a 
purpose. 

NOAH
Alright. This will work.

A.I.
It could.

NOAH
Not going to give me the percentages?

A.I.
You wouldn't like 'em.
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NOAH
Damn. Hayley said you were good at 
reading people but I never knew you 
were that good. 

Noah leaps out into the abyss of SPACE. Free floating in the 
infinite nothing for a moment, he floats, the REACTOR floating 
by his leg -- attached to his EVA suit. 

Then he STANDS on the SURFBOARD and activates his BOOTS. They 
bind him to the SURFBOARD. After a brief moment finding his 
balance. He stands. 

NOAH
Groovy. 

A.I.
Inkyian approaching. T-Minus ten. 
Nine. Initiating aimbot.

Noah's arms SHOOT up, clearly out of his control as the AI takes 
over his body. 

A.I.
You surf and I'll shoot.

NOAH
This better work.

A.I.
Clay Young is almost at the 
simulator. Are you ready? Rhetorical 
question. Nobody is ever ready. But 
the greats rise to the occasion.

NOAH
Hayley never had this many fortune 
cookie one-liners.

A.I.
She does say them, you just don't 
listen. 

The HULL of The Herc rips open as an INKYIAN BEAST the size of a 
small Starbucks climbs out. Four LEGS. Two ARMS. Once hideous 
and bulbous HEAD. 

A.I.
No casualties. All cryo-pods still 
intact.

NOAH
The hell did that thing eat?
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A.I.
Depleted plutonium and sixteen cases 
of Doctor Pepper.

NOAH
If the Doctor Pepper didn't kill it 
how the frack am I supposed to?

The INKYIAN BEAST roars into space. Space shudders as shockwaves 
knock Noah back. 

NOAH
I got this. I GOT THIS.

A.I.
A positive attitude never hurts. 

NOAH
Hey! You want the reactor? Come get 
it. 

Noah's ARMS shoot up again, a RIFLE in each HAND. And he OPENS 
FIRE. 

The first SALVO of BULLETS tears into the INKYIAN BEAST. Noah 
keeps firing until the clips of each gun run dry. He quickly 
reloads each RIFLE. 

NOAH
I think we're definitely at a ten 
percent chance of succeeding. Maybe 
even a sixteen?

The smoke clears: The INKYIAN BEAST hasn't been harmed AT ALL. 
It raises its mighty ARMS, each of its four FISTS becoming 
CANONS. From it's FIRSTS fires a maelstrom of INK BULLETS! 

A.I.
Chance of plan being successful 
downgraded to zero point zero zero 
one percent.

Noah raises the RIFLE and fires a GRENADE. The GRENADE explodes, 
causing a chain of the INK BULLETS. He accelerates forward and 
leaps off his BOARD, narrowly missing an INK BULLET, before 
landing back on his BOARD. 

The INKYIAN BEAST stops firing. 

Noah regains his balance as it peels something from it's back: 
An INKYIAN RAVEN the size of an Escalade. 
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A.I.
This Inkyian is defying the laws of 
physics. How fascinating. 

NOAH
Fascinating is not the F word I'd use 
right now!

The INKYIAN RAVEN flies straight at NOAH. 

Noah carves his board down, under the HULL of The Herc. He's 
pulling serious G's as he circles back around. The INKYIAN RAVEN 
dives towards him. Clips him. Noah SMASHES painfully into the 
hull of The Herc and bounces off. 

He works through the pain and just regains his balance on the 
SURFBOARD. The INKYIAN RAVEN screeches, DIVES towards Noah. 

But Noah can't move. His legs lock up. He's a sitting duck.

A.I.
I would suggest holding. 

NOAH
My legs won't... Oi. HEY. We have to 
move!

A.I.
Negative. Clay Young is in position, 
but there has been a--

NOAH
No! NO! 

It's a game of chicken. The INKYIAN RAVEN gets closer. Closer. 
Noah readies himself. Leans in. 

Now he moves. 

Noah shoots forward, narrowly avoiding the INKYIAN RAVEN as he 
shoots off into deep into space. Noah pulls out TWO GRENADES. 

A.I.
There is a complication.

NOAH
Oh yeah? A giant flying space alien--

A.I.
Commander Stanley is about to kill 
Clay Young. 

NOAH
What?
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A.I.
Hull integrity at 28%. Plan success 
at zero point zero zero zero one 
percent.

Noah throws the TWO GRENADES, the curved trajectory of the 
GRANDES in zero-gravity send them straight into the BEAK of the 
INKYIAN RAVEN. 

Inside the EVA HELMET, a VIDEO FEED appears: Clay is fighting 
off against INKYIAN STANLEY (Commander Stanley reassembled in 
INKYIAN form) in the BISHOP-CORRIDOR. 

And Clay's losing. 

A.I.
For this plan to work--

NOAH
I know I --

BOOOM! The TWO GRENADES detonate! The INKYIAN RAVEN is 
incinerated in the searing RED FLAMES of the EXPLOSION and is 
reduced to a floating PUDDLE of BLACK INK. 

A.I.
Behind you. 

Noah steers away fast as the INKYIAN BEAST tries to CLAW at 
Noah. He avoids the attack barely and shoots forward, passing 
the LIFEBOATS.

NOAH
Clay needs my help. This might sound 
insane, but... Clay. Can you hear me?

INT. LIFEBOAT, THE HERC -- CONTINUOUS62 62

As Clay rewires the electricals of a cushy LIFE-CRAFT, a hulking 
figure stalks towards him. His EARPIECE cuts in and out.

NOAH (O.C.)
(via EARPIECE)

Clay ... Clay ... You ... Run!

Clay turns and spots a hulking INKYIAN STANLEY, our favorite 
asshole now has a face to match his personality. Oil runs from 
his hollow eyes. He lunges at Clay!

Clay narrowly avoids the attack. 

CLAY
You're ugly.
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INKYIAN STANLEY
You're dead.

Clay avoids each attack, but it's only a matter of time before 
he's cornered...

NOAH (O.C.)
We have to open the airlock! Can you 
hear me?

CLAY
Open the airlock? That's insane! I 
ain't wearing an EVA!

NOAH
Clay, I'm sorry--

CLAY
Don't you do it, boy. Don't you dare 
open that--

A.I.
Opening Airlock in Two ... One...

CLAY
No. NO. Don't you date do it, A.I.--

Off Clay's horrified face...

EXT. HULL, THE HERC -- CONTINUOUS63 63

The AIRLOCK opens right as Noah passes by. He pulls to a stop. 
TRASH from the airlock flies out into space and – 

As the INKYIAN BEAST bears down on Noah –

Out shoots Clay!

Noah grabs ahold of Clay! He twists his SURFBOARD back over the 
HULL of the ship. A beat later INKYIAN STANLEY is sucked into 
space... But it hits the PUDDLE of ink from the INKYIAN RAVEN! 
Using the INKYIAN RAVEN PUDDLE as a trampoline, INKYIAN STANLEY 
leaps back into the airlock!

Clay mouths WHAT THE FUCK –

A.I.
Permanent brain damage in eight. 
Seven. Six...

Noah rockets forward over the HULL of the ship. 
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A.I.
Three... Two ...

Noah pulls the nose of his SURFBOARD up and twists back...

Into the OPENING AIRLOCK of KINGS-CLASS QUARTERS by the 
SIMULATOR!

INT. KING-QUARTERS, THE HERC -- CONTINUOUS64 64

Noah falls off the board as he and Clay barge through the ornate 
furniture, the WHISKEY CABINET smashing. 

They lie on their backs, taking a moment to regain their 
bearings. 

And burst out laughing. 

CLAY
We should party together sometime. 
Frank says you're cool. 

NOAH
Thanks, Frank.

A.I.
Gentlemen. 

In bursts, the INKYIAN STANLEY, face twisted. 

CLAY
That's a face not even a mother could 
love.

INKYIAN STANLEY
Fu-ck y-o-u, Clay Young.

CLAY
It speaks! 

NOAH
How I wish it didn't. 

The INKYIAN STANLEY charges at Clay. Clay swings a CHAIR and it 
splinters. 

A.I.
May I remind you there's a ninety 
foot tall version of that man 
currently tearing apart The Hull? 
Integrity at 26%. 
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NOAH
Yeah, yeah--

INKYIAN STANLEY tackles Noah and pins him to the ground. Noah 
fights back but it's useless. As INKYIAN STANLEY is about to 
bite Noah as ... Clay tackles INKYIAN STANLEY back, but INKYIAN 
STANLEY bites into Clay. 

CLAY
I got this! Go!

Noah ignores the order and grabs the SURFBOARD, activates the 
JETPACK, and sends it flying into INKYIAN STANLEY. 

A.I.
INKYIAN BEAST approaching.

Clay twists back to grab the INKYIAN STANLEY in a headlock. He 
cinches the aliens neck into a vice and steps into...

CLAY
OPEN! NOW!

NOAH
No!

INT. SIMULATOR, THE HERC -- CONTINUOUS65 65

Clay twists back into the simulator with INKYIAN STANLEY. The 
DOOR SLAMS shut, sealing him inside.

INT. KING-QUARTERS, THE HERC -- SAME TIME66 66

Noah bangs on the DOOR and watches through the PORT WINDOW as 
INKYIAN STANLEY tears into Clay. 

NOAH
No! Open this door!

A.I.
I can't do that. 

NOAH
He's going to die!

Clay flashes a GRIN and mouthes ... Purge. 

Noah watches the SIMULATOR fires up and projects images of a 
DIVE BAR and a BEACH as it spins up...
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EXT. SPACE, THE HERC -- SAME TIME67 67

As the INKYIAN BEAST tears at the HULL. The SIMULATOR is EJECTED 
from THE HERC. The part of the ship housing the simulator 
separates with a HISS and shoots off into the abyss. 

INT. KING-QUARTERS, THE HERC -- CONTINUOUS68 68

Noah bashes on the thin DOOR watching the SIMULATOR spin away 
into the abyss of space.

NOAH
What are you doing? This isn't the 
plan!

A.I.
Clay Young-Rook changed the plan to 
eliminate part of the threat.

NOAH
He's going to die!

A.I.
The Inkyian beast--

NOAH
The plan doesn't work without Clay!

AI
Work the problem. Hull integrity at 
15%. 

The sounds of the destruction all around. The Herc is doomed.

He pulls the REACTOR out and feels it's weight.  

The sum of all fears.

He rallies. He realizes what he has to do.

Noah grabs his SURFBOARD. 

EXT. HULL, THE HERC -- CONTINUOUS69 69

Noah steps out of an airlock and onto his SURFBOARD. The INKYIAN 
BEAST turns its head. 

Noah holds the REACTOR in his hand. 

The INKYIAN BEAST charges over the HULL of The Herc.
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A.I. (O.C.)
Hull integrity at 12%. 

Noah twists the SURFBOARD towards the INKYIAN BEAST. He leans. 
Picking up speed. Closing in. Faster and faster. 

Noah twists through the INKYIAN BEAST'S LEGS and narrowly avoids 
being struck. 

Noah barrels down towards the rear of the ship. 

A.I.
Hull integrity at 9%. 

INT. REACTOR ROOM, THE HERC -- CONTINUOUS70 70

Noah twists through an open AIRLOCK and into the REACTOR ROOM. 
He places the REACTOR in its cradle. The emDrive TURBINES above 
begin to spin. They pick up speed.

A.I.
Hull integrity at 7%. 

NOAH
Activate!

Waves of heat pulse through the room. Noah is shot back by the 
force, back out into...

EXT. HULL, THE HERC -- CONTINUOUS71 71

Noah twists out of the AIRLOCK and ... SMACK. 

One of the great CLAWS of the INKYIAN BEAST connects with Noah 
like an anvil crushing an ant. 

Noah is spun loose from the SURFBOARD as it shatters. The Herc's 
massive THRUSTERS fire up again. 

Noah soars through space, The Herc growing smaller and 
smaller...

A.I.
Noah, signal-strength ... 

NOAH
Do it!

The THRUSTER section of THE HERC breaks away, like a train 
carriage being left behind. 
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Only the THRUSTER section flips to face the opposite direction, 
away from NEW EARTH. Now of the THRUSTERS are rocketing away 
from The Herc. Aboard the THRUSTER rides the INKYIAN BEAST, 
traveling back

Noah spins out of control, nothing to pull him back towards The 
Herc. 

But a calm settles as he gives himself over to fate. 

A.I.
Hull integrity at ... 2%

NOAH
Will it reach New Earth? 

Beat. 

Beat.

A.I.
Hull integrity holding at 1%.

NOAH
Will it reach New Earth!

A.I.
Thruster trajectory headed for ... 
Earth. 

NOAH
Say again?

A.I.
... Earth. Earth. 

Noah relaxes. Both halves of The Herc now travel in opposite 
directions, away from him. Aboard the THRUSTERS, the INKYIAN 
BEAST roars as it returns to its LIQUID FORM and coats the 
thrusters. 

NOAH
If they ask why... I had to. I'm 
sorry... Tell her I love her. 

A.I.
(static ridden)

Signal... Strength... Terrible. 

NOAH
Tell Hayley ... See ya, space cowboy. 
She'll get it. 
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A.I.
I know. A callback to your first real 
date with Hayley. Late night burgers 
and a midnight movie. Who knew you 
had a romantic side?

NOAH
I really wanted to be a Dad.

Beat. 

And Noah passes outside of the broadcast range for the ships 
A.I. 

Alone in the vacuum of space, Noah floats. 

He hears a HISS on his EVA suit ... He's leaking OXYGEN. 

On the HUD in his HELMET he watches the OXYGEN levels drop from 
31% ... 13% ... 4% ... EMPTY. 

Noah's vision begins to flicker. 

IMAGES FLASH: New Earth in all its glory. Sun shining through 
oak trees. A laughing BABY. Hayley moves her hands through 
Noah's hair. Ocean waves crashing spectacularly. 

The images repeat over and over until the image becomes all as 
they overlap in a mess of beauty so dark it's absolute and all 
engrossing and finally...

Nothing. 
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FROM NOTHING. On Noah's EYES... Faint BEAMS of light stream 
through his EVA HELMET. 

Heaven?

Far from, old boy, far from it. 

LATER72 72

A LIFE-BOAT approaches the LIMP BODY of Noah. 

INT. MEDICAL ROOM, THE HERC -- LATER73 73

Under bright DOCTOR'S LIGHTS, Noah's EVA SUIT is removed by 
DOCTOR. He tries to move but hasn't the energy. 

His SUIT drops to the ground. 

NOAH
Hay... Hayley ... Is she okay?

Before he can hear the DOCTORS answer...

Noah passes out. 

INT. HOSPITAL ROOM, THE HERC -- NIGHT74 74

In a Kings-Grade suite with ornate furnishings and gold trimmed 
walls, wearing a cheap BATHROBE, Noah sits in a steel WHEELCHAIR 
gazing out the beautiful bay window. 

New Earth gradually comes into view. She's a beautiful rock not 
too far from a bright young STAR. 

He leans forward and winces, ribs still bruised. 

The DOOR to his SUITE opens. Admiral Adams-King enters.

ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
Can ya walk?

NOAH
Haven't tried.

Beat. 

Noah tries to stand... Falls back into his chair. Admiral Adams-
King moves to help him.

Noah shakes his head. He wants to do this. 
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He summons all his energy and... He stands on own two feet. 

ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
Not a word. My office. 

Taking baby-steps, Noah follows Admiral Adams-King. 

INT. ADMIRAL'S QUARTERS, THE HERC -- CONTINUOUS75 75

Noah enters, fragile. Admiral Adams-King pours out two WHISKEY'S 
from a CHIPPED DECANTER. Hands a GLASS to Noah. 

ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
To hard races run. 

Admiral Adams-King sits in silence. 

ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
Oh seven hundred I received an 
emergency broadcast from JAG command 
in Houston via the light-warp. Was a 
video relay from a Japanese 
satellite, the Himawari 16. It 
monitors Earth at an orbit of 35,793 
kilometers above sea level. Because 
it was so far from earth it was able 
to capture and broadcast this.

A WALL to their flickers and displays a video feed: Noah's 
nightmare came true. From an INKY portal, The Herc's THRUSTER 
emerges and SLAMS through Earth's atmosphere just off the cost 
of Mombassa. 

Shockwaves ripple over the Earth as it's reduced to a fiery lump 
of COAL. 

The Moon colony is destroyed by a storm of Earth-DEBRIS.  

ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
In saving our lives, in protecting 
New Earth, you doomed Earth. 19 
billion dead. Did you know what would 
happen?

Noah takes a beat. Nods.

ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
What makes you think you had any 
authority to make that decision! 

Noah's silent. 
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ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
Nobody else saw this video. Not a 
soul in the universe except for me, 
and now you. 

NOAH
If you're worried about me bragging 
about killing an entire planet ... 
Don't. 

ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
Anyone asks? Earth suffered a Class 1 
Solar Flare disaster. Was only a 
matter of time anyway. New Earth 
doesn't need the truth. 

NOAH
What about the state of The Herc?

ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
We got every hand from King to Pawn 
class retrofitting lifeboat 
thrusters. We have a backup reactor 
on ice, just in case the other 
malfunctioned. The Herc'll get us to 
New Earth. We'll say, Commander 
Stanley attempted a coup. 

Noah can't hide his smile. 

ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
If anyone ever finds out you were 
involved, I can't save you. Lot of 
families died. Hell, you just 
murdered my great-grandkids. 

Beat.

NOAH
Did I do the right thing?

ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
Kill the past to save the future? No 
idea. But sure as shit am I glad I 
wasn't the one who had to make that 
call. Get out.

Noah stands to leave.

NOAH
What about Clay?
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ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
Space dust. I'll recommend him for a 
medal. 

NOAH
A medal? He deserves a, I don't know, 
a statue! A city or a university to 
be named after him!

ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
What kinda degenerate would want to 
live in a city named Torpedo Clay?

NOAH
Okay. Not a city. A dive bar, maybe. 

Admiral Adams-King grows dark... Then laughs. 

ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
He liked you. Why the hell you take 
the fall for stealing my thumb?

NOAH
You knew about that?

ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
Course I knew. When we got to New 
Earth was going to take your place in 
the mines. Torpedo Clay had your 
back. That man was a legend. Best 
friend you could ask for. I remember 
Eos. There was rebel uprising. 
Could've spread to Earth, other 
colonies. He was Commander Clay Young 
then. Orders came down the line and 
he executed them. After what he did, 
he never wanted to give another order 
again. Navy brass found him the shit-
sweeper job. Stuck their hero with a 
mop'n bucket box and forgot about 
him. Clay was just counting down the 
days until his retirement.

NOAH
Where'd the nickname come from?

ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
He never told you? 

Noah shakes his head.

ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
Then he probably wanted it that way. 
Now fuck off.
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NOAH
Sir.

ADMIRAL ADAMS-KING
World Killer.

Noah takes the CHIPPED DECANTER and exits.

EXT. SPACE, UPPER NEW EARTH ATMOSPHERE -- NIGHT76 76

What's left of The Herc docks at a lower-atmosphere SPACE DOCK. 
Shuttles begin to ferry passengers out.

EXT. BEACHFRONT PROPERTY, NEW EARTH -- DUSK77 77

Noah and Hayley walk over their empty block of land, feeling the 
sea-breeze on their faces. Grass grows up to their waists. Their 
new home will be built here. 

Before them an infinite horizon of ocean. Behind them stands a 
rigid city of rectangular SKYSCRAPERS.

A murmuration of SPARROWS swirl overhead. Their first moment of 
peace on New Earth. Hayley places Noah's hand on her stomach. He 
feels the BABY begin to kick.

FADE TO BLACK.

CHYRON:            EIGHT YEARS LATER.

INT. CHILDREN'S BEDROOM, CORAL-CROFT RESIDENCE -- DAY78 78

Hayley sits on a single bed as she watches ARTEMIS -- 8, a 
kinetic ball of energy in kid form wearing a WETSUIT -- builds a 
LEGO MONSTER in her warm bedroom. Rain lightly lashes the 
windows. 

HAYLEY
Where does this piece go?

ARTEMIS
Where ever I want it to go.

HAYLEY
How about there?

Artemis places a LEGO CAP on the MONSTER'S HEAD. 

ARTEMIS
I call it, Dude-zilla. He's like a 
monster, but he's also a rad dude. 
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Hayley looks out the window. The rain has stopped. Artemis looks 
to her expectantly. Hayley nods. 

INT. GARAGE, CORAL-CROFT RESIDENCE -- DUSK79 79

A dusty SPEAKER-BOX rambles out classic rock as Noah -- more 
greys and some crows-feet from smiling too much but still much 
the same man as he was eight years ago -- removes the VINYL WAX 
from a GOLD SURFBOARD. 

On a wall of SURFBOARDS, LOGO etched in a wood-carving sits over 
an AWNING: Torpedo & Co. Surfboards. 

The customer, KERRY, admires the SHED. Half-finished designs for 
SURFBOARDS and JET-PACK equipped models pinned to a vision 
board. 

KERRY
Drove all the way from East Brayman 
to get here. 

NOAH
Drove? 

KERRY
Flying's for suckers, man. My firm 
can 3D print anything, had them build 
me this baby – 

Kerry jerks his thumb towards his brilliant red MUSTANG which 
sits out front beside a family-friendly SUV. 

Guess which is Noahs?

Noah slides the new SURFBOARD into a BAG. 

KERRY
My kids will love this. He just 
turned nine, graduated top of his 
class. I'm so proud of him. 

Proud dad Kerry pulls up a PHOTO of him and his SON on his 
PHONE. 

NOAH
We do lessons during the summer.

KERRY
Guess we'll see you in the summer. 

Artemis sprints into the SHED and almost collides with Kerry as 
he ties the SURFBOARD onto the ROOF of the MUSTANG. 
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ARTEMIS
Dad! Dad! No rain! You know what that 
means?

Noah scratches his head, a pantomime for her. 

NOAH
Still looks like it's raining to me.

ARTEMIS
Well it isn't! Get your eyes checked 
you old man.

NOAH
Who are you calling old? 

Kerry throws a wave goodbye to Noah, drives off.  

ARTEMIS
You, ya dummy. Pleassseee. I'll be 
good and won't go out too far and 
PLLLEEEEAAASSEE.

Hayley comes to the door. Nods.

NOAH
Half an hour. That's it. Got it?

ARTEMIS
Yessir!

Artemis grabs her 5ft surfboard and sprints out towards...

EXT. BEACH, NEW EARTH -- CONTINUOUS80 80

Storm clouds gather in the distance as rays of sunshine 
breakthrough. What's the saying? Red sky at night, sailors 
delight?

Well, this sky is tar black. Nothing but trouble coming. 

Artemis ties the LEASH to her ANKLE... Dives into the WAVES on 
the otherwise deserted beach. 

Waves crash over her as she paddles out. Further. Further still. 

INT. GARAGE, CORAL-CROFT RESIDENCE -- SAME TIME81 81

Noah and Hayley watch from behind a window. She rests her chin 
on his shoulder.

After a moment.
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HAYLEY
She scares me.

NOAH
They both do.

Noah nods. They don't take their eyes of Artemis as she paddles 
out. The sounds of a younger BABY crying come through a BABY 
MONITOR. A moment of domestic bliss follows.

NOAH
Want me to check on him?

HAYLEY
Not yet. We're out of milk and eggs. 

NOAH
I'll head to the store first thing. 
We should go camping soon.

HAYLEY
Sure. I'll camp in a hotel room with 
the kids, you take a tent.

NOAH
Ha. Ha.

The sounds of their other child crying ring out softly.

Artemis disappears behind a wave. 

Hayley places a hand on Noah's shoulder. She wears a modest 
WEDDING RING. Noah places his hand on hers. His GOLD BAND of a 
WEDDING RING catches the light.

After a tense moment... Artemis reappears on the wave, safe and 
sound. Welcome to being a parent; Every moment uncertainly 
beautiful.

Artemis senses them before she hears them. She turns.

The GARAGE shakes as the sound grows LOUDER. 

Above Artemis roar three HELI-JETS.

HAYLEY
Oh no. 

EXT. BEACH, NEW EARTH -- CONTINUOUS82 82

Noah runs out. Signals to Artemis. She paddles back fast. 

The HELI-JETS land on the BEACH. 
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ARTEMIS
What's happening?

NOAH
Go wash off your board. 

Noah watches as the largest of the HELI-JETS opens the aft door. 
Out steps SIX ARMORED MARINES and ... an aged and harried 
Admiral Adams. 

NOAH
(to Artemis)

Go on. Take care of your brother and 
Mom for me.

ARTEMIS
They trouble? I could beat 'em up?

NOAH
I know you could. Scram. 

Artemis takes her SURFBOARD back over the SAND to the GARAGE. 
Hayley walks to Noah's side. Admiral Adams approaches, heftier 
than ever, struggling over the sand.

ADMIRAL ADAMS 
Hate the ocean! Hate it! Sand gets in 
everywhere, rusts the armor...

NOAH
Hayley, Admiral Adams-King.

A chill between the three of them.

ADMIRAL ADAMS
No, not King anymore. New Earth's 
little Real Democracy movement 
stripped us of that little nugget of 
decorum. 

HAYLEY
So you're just another guy?

ADMIRAL ADAMS
Just another guy with an armada of 
warships trying his best to keep 
what's left of his people safe. The 
hell you marry this shmuck for?

HAYLEY
He asked me to dance and I said yes.

ADMIRAL ADAMS
Well, ain't that adorable. 
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NOAH
Here to arrest me?

ADMIRAL ADAMS
Your expertise is required. Both of 
you.

NOAH
They find an ancient toothpick?

Off the Admiral's grimace – 

From the HELI steps MARIA ADAMS (50) -- As strong as her 
husband, fists of stone and rainbows in her heart. The cheery 
ying to the Admiral's brutal yang.

ADMIRAL ADAMS
Meet my better-half. 

MARIA ADAMS
Here to babysit your little ones 
while you're out dealing with the ... 
It. Don't worry, we got five of our 
own. Won't let anything happen. 

NOAH
Five? You had five kids? With him?

HAYLEY
Sorry, you said ... It?

Admiral Adams fights to find the right words.

ADMIRAL ADAMS
It's ... Back.

Hayley looks at Noah. Noah and Hayley board the largest HELI-
JET. It takes off. Artemis holds her LITTLE BROTHER'S hand and 
watches it fly into the sky. 

EXT. GLACIAL FJORD, NEW EARTH -- LATER83 83

The HELI-JETS roar over the frigid landscape of ash black dirt 
and ICEBERGS. 

STORM CLOUDS gather on the horizon. Lightning strikes a far off 
mountain range. 

EXT. ARMY STAGING GROUND, NEW EARTH -- NIGHT84 84

The HELI-JETS land amidst a swamp of chaos and bloodied 
soldiers.
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TENTS and STRETCHERS loaded with INJURED service men and women 
line the perimeter, just short of a GREAT WOODS at the foot of a 
MOUNTAIN. 

Admiral Adams hurries Noah and Hayley into a ...

INT. WAR ROOM TENT, NEW EARTH -- CONTINUOUS85 85

A hive of panicked activity. Eight JAG MARINES and four ANALYSTS 
pour over 3D MAPS and battalion reports. 

Admiral Adams wordless commands the rooms attention. 

HAYLEY
Navy running an Army op.?

ADMIRAL ADAMS
Leaders lead. New Earth might have 
its Real Democracy, but it still 
needs its sword and shield. 

NOAH
Want to fill us in?

A VIDEO FEED plays on a PROJECTOR SCREEN: POV of a SOLDIER 
captured from a HELMET CAM –

A team of six JAG MARINES pushing through a FOREST. They reach a 
CAVE SYSTEM. The walls of the CAVE lined with a BLACK, VEIN-LIKE 
BLOOD. 

One MARINE throws up. Another raises their gun. Movement up 
ahead. They take defensive positions. 

In the darkness of the CAVE ... Two giant INKYIAN EYES open. 
Gunfire. The INKYIAN charges forward. The VIDEO CUTS out as 
someone sprints into the TENT!

It's DWAYNE! Older. Shaken. Terrified of his own shadow.

DWAYNE
Help me! You gotta get me out of 
here! Please! 

NOAH
I know you, aren't you... The Tool!

DWAYNE
What? Please, I'm begging you. Get me 
outta here!

Hayley lines up a mean PUNCH and socks Dwayne in the gut. A JAG 
MARINE pulls out a TASER and fires at Dwayne. He CRUMBLES fast.
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ADMIRAL ADAMS
Damn thing is tearing our force to 
shreds. Drove the archeology team 
insane. Came out of the same mines 
you woulda been working in, Noah. 

NOAH
How can I help?

ADMIRAL ADAMS
Kill it. 

NOAH
I design surfboards and read bedtime 
stories to my kids. 

ADMIRAL ADAMS
You're the only one who's fought one 
of these things and lived.

Beat.

NOAH
Surfboards and bedtime stories. 

An ALARM BLARES. The A.I. Broadcasts through the speakers. 

A.I.
Ink spotted a click north. 

ADMIRAL ADAMS
Arms up!

Noah rushes out as – 

EXT. ARMY STAGING GROUND, NEW EARTH -- CONTINUOUS86 86

The gut-wrenching SCREE of an INKYIAN SOLDIER. 

MARINES fire into the FOREST. 

ADMIRAL ADAMS
Concentrate fire on the bastards 
head!

The INKYIAN SOLDIER smashes into a JAG MARINE – 

The JAG MARINE flies through the earth and lands by Noah's feet. 
Dead. 

ADMIRAL ADAMS
Pick up a gun and shoot, Goddamit!
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More soldiers rush forward into the WOODS. Chaos. Pandemonium. 
Senselessness. 

The firing stops. 

ADMIRAL ADAMS
RELOAD. Hold positions. 

(to NOAH)
We gotta kill this thing. 

NOAH
You can't. It just takes a different 
form. Keeps coming. Won't ever stop. 
Fire slows it, but it's only 
temporary. 

ADMIRAL ADAMS
So we give up? Maybe we let it crash 
what's left of The Herc into New 
Earth? 

NOAH
No. You show you aren't a threat.

ADMIRAL ADAMS
Start making sense or I'll--

NOAH
In the cave video, the mines, it was 
the JAG Marine who fired first.

ADMIRAL ADAMS
Yeah, after the damn thing scared 
half the miners half to death. 

NOAH
Did they attack it? What if this is 
just a scout? Only attacking when 
provoked?

Admiral Adams considers. No. We attacked first. 

NOAH
I need five of your best and a 
surfboard with a jet-pack taped to 
it. 

MONTAGE AS:

Noah suits up. He straps on a sleek JAG ARMOUR. He places an 
EARPIECE in. AI chimes to life.

NOAH
Long time, A.I. 
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A.I.
Not long enough if you ask me.

NOAH
(to HAYLEY)

Stay by base. Go over those cave 
drawings. 

HAYLEY
Un-effin' likely. 

NOAH
Please?

Beat.

NOAH
Alright then.

Two JAG MARINES work to DUCT TAPE a JET-PACK to a SURFBOARD. 
Noah eyes a FULL BOTTLE of WHISKEY by the Admiral's desk ...

Hayley checks the sights on her RIFLE. Loads a fresh CLIP.

A SURFBOARD with a JET-PACK is handed to him. He looks it over. 
The SURFBOARD is made of STEEL. 

ADMIRAL ADAMS
Had a feeling you'd be needing one.

END MONTAGE:

A grizzled JAG Marine, COMMANDER GOSS HATFIELD -- 40, scars over 
her face, eyes of a boxer who never lost a fight until today -- 
throws Hayley a belt of GRENADES.

COMMANDER GOSS
You the World Killer?

NOAH
That out in the open now?

COMMANDER GOSS
Admiral Adams filled us in. Commander 
Goss Hatfield, sir. My pleasure. 
Don't know what I woulda done in your 
shoes, sir. Helluva piece of man meat 
you got there, Doctor Coral-Croft. 

HAYLEY
He's a real piece of something.

NOAH
Love ya, babe.
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HAYLEY
Love you too, babe. No doubt.

NOAH
(to GOSS)

I help you with something?

COMMANDER GOSS
I got three kids, sir. Nine, four and 
six. I want to see them again. 

NOAH
Eight and two. We'll do what I can.

COMMANDER GOSS
And we'll do the rest. 

LATER

Before the woods, Noah, Hayley, Commander Goss, the four JAG 
MARINES and Admiral Adams study the forest before them.

ADMIRAL ADAMS
Try not to sacrifice this world to 
save your own skin.

NOAH
Will do my best. 

ADMIRAL ADAMS
Jet-packs on surfboards. Fucking 
hippies. 

Noah, Hayley, and the JAG MARINES move into the forest. 

INT. FOREST, NEW EARTH -- NIGHT87 87

Saffron blooms around the base of mighty pines along with ALIEN 
PLANT-LIFE. Noah and the Marines trudge through the forest. The 
Marines are on high alert. 

Movement ahead.

The Marines take up defensive positions.

COMMANDER GOSS
Eyes front. 

NOAH
Don't fire. 

COMMANDER GOSS
Sir?
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NOAH
Not a shot. Stay quiet.

The Marines murmur in disagreement as an INKYIAN SOLDIER stalks 
towards them. 

NOAH
(low)

Nobody move. 

The INKYIAN SOLDIER approaches Noah and sniffs. It lingers. If 
it had eyes it would be staring at NOAH. 

The INKYIAN SOLDIER moves to Commander Goss. Her finger dances 
on the trigger, itching to open fire.

Noah moves his head ever so slightly. Don't.

After a tense beat, the INKYIAN SOLDIER exits into the forest. 
Commander Goss exhales nervously. 

NOAH
It attacks if you attack. If it 
touches you, yer screwed. Copy?

COMMANDER GOSS
Copy.

Noah and the Marines move on. 

EXT. CAVE SYSTEM, NEW EARTH -- NIGHT88 88

Recently abandoned mining equipment rests among subtly 
futuristic yet recognizable tools. PICK AXES. GRAZERS. SHALL 
RAKES. 

The MOUTH of the CAVE is lashed with vein-like TENTACLES.

HAYLEY
When was first contact?

COMMANDER GOSS
Yesterday morning.

HAYLEY
But they weren't here before?

COMMANDER GOSS
Archeology team discovered runes a 
few years back. Some kind of ritual 
site deep in the caves. 
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NOAH
What's through here?

COMMANDER GOSS
A mine shaft. Nothing else but lead 
in these hills. Creepy damn veins are 
new. 

HAYLEY
Any idea how many are in there?

COMMANDER GOSS
Just one been spotted. Could be more.

NOAH
A.I., you online? 

A.I. (O.S.)
(via EAR-PIECE)

Wassup.

NOAH
Check satellites. Anything strange 
happen in the area yesterday?

AI
Do alien lifeforms count as strange? 

NOAH
Meteorologically... 

A.I.
Checking.

After a beat, the AI chimes.

A.I.
Unusual storm activity began shortly 
before first contact. An abnormal 
low-pressure system in the region.

NOAH
Weird.

COMMANDER GOSS
Why?

HAYLEY
Clouds like these we should be 
getting rain. Wind. 
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A.I.
No rainfall in the area has been 
recorded for the last twenty-four 
hours.

COMMANDER GOSS
The hell you saying?

NOAH
See the sunset today? Red sky at 
night, sailors delight. Not a ray of 
sun broke through. We should in a 
Category 5 hurricane right now.

Noah activates a FLASHLIGHT. It barely penetrates the DARK of 
the CAVE. 

COMMANDER GOSS
On my six. Rodriguez, take point.

A JAG MARINE runs forward. Tense. Ominous. Does his best not to 
look afraid. Activates his own FLASHLIGHT. 

One by one they enter ...

INT. CAVE, NEW EARTH -- CONTINUOUS89 89

Through the PITCH BLACK of the CAVE, they wind their over the 
vein like TENTACLES. Something growls... Behind or in front of 
them, they can't be sure.

NOAH
Keep going.

Without warning a shellshocked MINER rushes out, filthy, but 
human. The MINER rambles like a madman as they sprint past Noah 
and the Marines, back towards the mouth of the CAVE. 

MINER
Abyss, abyss! I saw it and laughed! 
TICK TOCK it said, TICK TOCK!

The minder disappears behind them. The spooked Marines tremble, 
but they push on. Odd tones, like a violin being played with the 
strings of another violin, echo through the CAVE SYSTEM. 

The GROWL grows closer. 

Noah can't breathe. The tension grips his heart. His mouth 
suddenly dry. 

They reach a clearing. 
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And find more questions than answers. 

INT. CAVE CLEARING, NEW EARTH -- CONTINUOUS90 90

Stepping down into the crater like CLEARING, they find the 
origin of the TENTACLES. 

Like a SQUID with a VORTEX for a face... A PORTAL like GATEWAY. 
A swirling, inky-black mass of nothingness, a warp-way to 
another dimension which glows BLACK and PURPLE. 

Above they see the funnel revealing the stormy night sky. 

COMMANDER GOSS
Set a perimeter. Glow up. Ever seen 
one of these before?

NOAH
No idea. 

HAYLEY
Makes me want calamari. 

Noah shoots her a look. She shrugs. What? It does. 

The JAG MARINES crack FLARES and LIGHT STICKS which cash smoky 
shadows through the cavern. A JAG MARINE points to the ground 
and cries out in confused fear.

It can't be. 

Spread throughout the tunnel are charred remnants of... The 
Herc's SIMULATOR. 

NOAH
No way... 

COMMANDER GOSS
It must've crashed through that 
funnel. One in a trillion shot. 

A.I. (O.C.)
The markings and energy signature are 
consistent. This is the wreckage of 
the simulator aboard the U.S.S. 
Heracles.

COMMANDER GOSS
A.I., any life signs in that squid-
portal?

The humming intensifies, coming from the VORTEX. 
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A.I.
Movement detected. Incoming. 
Incoming. Multiple energy readings. 

NOAH
Don't shoot unless it--

The JAG MARINES bring their RIFLES UP. Behind them, from the way 
they came, the INKYIAN SOLDIER emerges and ROARS –

A nervous JAG MARINE opens FIRE. 

COMMANDER GOSS
Don't shoot!

But it's too late. The BULLETS fly through the chamber and into 
the INKYIAN SOLIDER. Without missing a beat, the INKYIAN SOLDIER 
hurls fist-sized ROCKS at the MARINE. 

Noah uses his SURFBOARD as a SHIELD, batting away several ROCKS. 
Hayley jumps out of the way. 

COMMANDER GOSS
HOLD YOUR FIRE. 

The nervous JAG MARINE ignores the order – 

The INKYIAN SOLDIER leaps on him. He screams as the INKYIAN 
SOLDIER begins to ABSORB HIM. 

He drops his RIFLE as his SKIN is torn from his BODY. His death-
cries ring through the cavern. 

Noah grabs a GRENADE, flicks out the PIN and HURLS it at the 
INKYIAN SOLDIER catches it. Absorbs it. The GRENADE explodes 
within the INKYIAN SOLDIER harmlessly.

NOAH
They've evolved.

COMMANDER GOSS
I thought you said we can't attack 
it!

NOAH
New plan. Bait it. Get it in that--

The INKYIAN SOLDIER leaps forward and SLASHES at Noah. He leaps 
back, narrowly avoiding the CLAW, but ... The INKYIAN SOLDIER 
grabs Noah and... Noah activates the SURFBOARD. 

It shoots forward and collides into both the INKYIAN SOLDIER and 
NOAH, taking both into the eye of the vortex at the heart of the 
INK-PORTAL. Hayley reaches out but ... It's too late.
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The surface of the INK-PORTAL hardens.

Noah and the INKYIAN SOLDIER are gone. 

Hayley stares at the portal. 

Her husband. Father of her children. 

Gone. 

COMMANDER GOSS
We need to get to fallback and 
evacuate civilians. If more of those 
Inky-bastards are coming the safest 
place is in orbit. 

Hayley stares at the hardened disc of a portal. 

She rips a RIFLE from GOSS and opens fire. The BULLETS flatten 
as they collide with the impenetrable portal. 

The clip runs empty. She heaves the BUTT of the RIFLE at the 
center of the disc. 

It won't break. 

Until. 

A hair of a fracture appears. The fracture grows. Spreads. The 
portal begins to break away –

It spins again! Hurricane level winds whip through the cavern as 
the INK-PORTAL opens –

HAYLEY
I need your ammo. I'm going after 
him. 

COMMANDER GOSS
I can't let you do that, doctor. 

HAYLEY
I am NOT giving up on him.

Beat. As GOSS reaches for her AMMO POUCH – 

INT. ANTI-EARTH, DARK VOID -- CONTINUOUS91 91

Within a cloud of fog, over black sands which stretch to the 
horizon, thousands of BODIES hang in there on invisible nooses: 
Victims of the Anti-Life. 
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The INKYIAN SOLDIER falls away from Noah as grips onto the 
SURFBOARD for dear life and stands –

An INKYIAN PYTHON slithers in the distance around an oozing onyx 
and cobalt HIVE. Above Noah, PORTALS open and close rapidly, 
depositing victims –

The Anti-Life has spread to other worlds. 

Noah never sees it coming. Another INKYIAN SOLDIER leaps from a 
PORTAL and tackles Noah to the ground.

He screams as it begins to consume him – 

The INK spreads over his face, every inch of himself is covered. 
Head to toe. 

Death awaits. 

But. 

A ragged HAND reaches out.

INT. CAVE CLEARING, NEW EARTH -- CONTINUOUS92 92

Hayley watches. Her heart soars with hope. 

The portal spits out the SURFBOARD!

Followed by – 

A haggard. A determined. A sober ... 

Torpedo motherfucking Clay! 

With a Herculean effort, he steps out and hauls Noah out of the 
PORTAL seconds before it freezes again. Hayley rushes to Noah's 
side and helps him to his feet. She punches his arm. Then hugs 
him. 

Clay seems more surprised than the squad. 

CLAY
What a sorry welcoming party you lot 
are. The hell took you so long?

Behind them the INK-PORTAL begins to HARDEN. 

NOAH
How the hell are you alive?
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CLAY
Frank kept those things away. He's a 
good dude. And the simulator! It 
confused the Inky-shmuck. Thought 
east was up and down was Dennys. Then 
we ended up in that armpit of a place 
they call home--

NOAH
(to HAYLEY)

I'm so happy you're alive but we 
gotta get out of here. 

CLAY
Hey. Be polite and listen to my 
story. I've been waiting all day to 
tell it.

NOAH
All 'day'?

CLAY
Yeah! Longest hour of my life inside 
that thing. Private Goss? Damn you 
look old. Dragging anchor?

COMMANDER GOSS
(disbelief)

Sober ... Sir.

Admiral Adams and a legion of ANALYSTS and SOLDIERS pour into 
the cavern. 

ADMIRAL ADAMS
Clay? How in the name of all that is 
Holy are you still alive.

CLAY
Some rescue mission to save my grey 
ass. Sending the kid in alone on a 
surfboard? Cheap pricks...

The cavern goes quiet. Clay looks at all the long faces. 

CLAY
Why's everyone look so old? And where 
the hell are we? 

ADMIRAL ADAMS
This wasn't a rescue mission.

CLAY
Speak up, old man.
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ADMIRAL ADAMS
You've been gone for eight years, 
Clay.

Clay sees everyone's serious. Turns to Noah. 

CLAY
Did you? I bet you did.

CLAY
You touch my stuff? You did, I 
know it. ONE RULE. ONE DAMN 
RULE. 

NOAH
Course I touched your stuff you 
we thought you were dead! 

The tension breaks as Admiral Adams slaps Clay on the back. Good 
to see you, old friend. 

Everyone falls silent. Behind them, the PORTAL begins to spit 
electricity. 

Commander Goss takes her RIFLE back and reloads. 

Noah snatches up his surfboard. 

ADMIRAL ADAMS
Back to base. NOW.

The squad moves out. Hayley pauses, looks back at the portal. 
From her pocket, she pulls a SWISS ARMY KNIFE. 

Carefully, she SCRAPES the top of a TENDRIL and gathers a 
sample.

NOAH
We gotta go.

HAYLEY
Hold on. 

Hayley places the SPECIMEN inside a POUCH. 

EXT. ARMY STAGING GROUND, NEW EARTH -- LATER93 93

Eight mechanical JAG WARDS – mech suits the size of upturned 
airliners - are airlifted to the base camp as every available 
SOLDIER arms themselves. Above, a storm begins to form.

INT. WAR ROOM TENT, NEW EARTH -- CONTINUOUS94 94

Noah stands in the corner and watches as Adams and Clay pour 
battle plans. 
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ADMIRAL ADAMS
We're evacuating the cities but The 
Herc can only a tenth of the 
population --

CLAY
While I was in on their turf I ... 
Saw things. They don't like fire.

Hayley turns to the cowering Dwayne. 

HAYLEY
Buddy. I know it's been a day but you 
need to pull your shit together.

DWAYNE
We're all going to...

HAYLEY
Finish that sentence and I will cave 
your head in. Where's your kit?

Dwayne points to a BENCH in the back of the tent with notes... 
Rock samples... MICROSCOPES. 

HAYLEY
(to Noah)

I have a theory.

LATER

Noah peers through an opening of the TENT and sees... An INKYIAN 
portal appears over the MOUNTAIN and FOREST ... Then ANOTHER ... 
And ANOTHER. 

The Inkyian invasion is near. Hayley beckons Noah to the WORK 
BENCH. She finishes typing on a COMPUTER and hits enter. The 
SAMPLES from the TENDRIL sit on the MICROSCOPE. 

HAYLEY
A.I., Analyze sample. Sequence genome 
and --

A.I.
(from the COMPUTER SPEAKER)

Search for patterns?

HAYLEY
Read my mind.

The COMPUTER SCREEN flickers as the sequencing begins. What 
takes four days in 2019 takes four seconds in 2242. The DNA 
mutates over and over – 
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To reveal a familiar symbol, then another. 

NOAH
What is it? Is that...

HAYLEY
Yeah.

NOAH
The Lululemon logo?

HAYLEY
Omega. That's Alpha...

COMMANDER GOSS
(pointing to another SYMBOL)

Aleph. Phoenician. Means Leader. 
Omega. Last. How is it using human 
languages to communicate?

HAYLEY
D.N.A. is like Rosetta stone for... 
Everything. The A.I. has sequenced a 
sample of the Inkyian tendrils. They 
encoded their story into their DNA. 

Admiral Adams and Clay take note.

HAYLEY
A.I., order the sequences in a 
hereditaral hierarchy. 

On the COMPUTER SCREEN: The SYMBOLS cycle through ... ∆, ‡, π, 
@, ὦ, Ω, ∆ ... The Inkyian DNA tells their story.

COMMANDER GOSS
I ... The Anti-Life wasn't created.

HAYLEY
The Anti-Life is evolution. The final 
stage... The final form of ... Life.

The booming sound of THUNDER and LIGHTENING shakes the tent.

A JAG MARINE, scared to even speak the words he knows he must 
say.

JAG MARINE
More. Coming. A lot. 

EXT. ARMY STAGING GROUND, NEW EARTH -- CONTINUOUS95 95

Noah, Hayley, Admiral Adams and Clay step outside. 
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Arcs of electricity spark from the FIFTY PORTALS over the 
MOUNTAINS and FOREST. 

NOAH
Huh. Kind of ... Pretty?

ADMIRAL ADAMS
Those things mean to kill us. 

NOAH
Yeah, I know. But like ... Why?

ADMIRAL ADAMS
Why?

NOAH
One thing that's kept me up at night.

ADMIRAL ADAMS
Aside from destroying plaent fucking 
Earth to save your lady? 

CLAY
WHAT. Earth's gone? I leave you alone 
for an hour and--

NOAH
Yeah, yeah. Look. When the Anti-Life 
tried to take over The Herc, they 
could have just gone for the fuel 
reserves and obliterated us to space-
dust. But like, they didn't-- 

CLAY
If you got a point, make it.

NOAH
I think the Anti-Life wanted the 
ship. 

ADMIRAL ADAMS
(eureka moment)

Good work, little hippie. They saw 
The Herc as a weapon. 

CLAY
And when you see the other guy has a 
bigger stick than you--

ADMIRAL ADAMS
You use it against them. Holy shit. 

COMMANDER GOSS approaches. 
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COMMANDER GOSS
Orders, sir?

Admiral Adams meets Clay's eye. He knows what's required. All or 
nothing. 

The ultimate sacrifice. 

ADMIRAL ADAMS
We're... Pulling an Eos. 

COMMANDER GOSS
Sir?

ADMIRAL ADAMS
Target is the Anti-Lifes home-word. 

CLAY
Buy me some time. 

ADMIRAL ADAMS
Don't miss.

Admiral Adams moves off to give the set in motion the plan. 

NOAH
Care to fill me in?

CLAY
How's the kid? Healthy?

NOAH
Two of them now. Artemis and Clayton.

Clay's moved. 

CLAY
Be a good Dad. Don't be a scumbag. 
Don't drink. Don't work too much. 

NOAH
So don't be you?

CLAY
Something like that. You happy?

NOAH
Aside from all this? Yeah. I am. 
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CLAY
Good. Rename your kid. I don't want 
you to look at them and think about 
an old bag of bones on a kamikaze 
mission to the bottom of life's 
bottle. 

NOAH
What are you talking about? 

CLAY
Restrain him.

Clay moves towards a TROOP CARRIER. JAG Marine's restrain Noah 
as he fights to free himself. Above, INKYIAN SOLDIERS begin to 
pour through the PORTALS and fall into the forest. 

Admiral Adams shows why he's an Admiral. He commands his troops 
attention. They revere him, rightfully so, he's a true leader of 
armies.

ADMIRAL ADAMS
Favor incendiary rounds. Aim for the 
chest. We live. We die. Our actions 
will allow others to thrive. Semper 
Vincere!

JAG OFFICERS
SEMBER VINCERE. 

ADMIRAL ADAMS
OORAH.

The JAG MARINE'S return his battle-cry!

Right as INKYIAN SOLDIERS screech from the depths of the forest. 
The JAG MECHS begin to unleash a rain of BULLETS into the forest 
as –-

Noah watches helplessly as –-

The Herc enters low orbit as Clay's TROOP TRANSPORT races 
towards it.

Commander Goss hands Hayley a GRENADE LAUNCHER. 

COMMANDER GOSS
Everyone fights. Know how to use one 
of these?

Hayley flicks the safety off. Cocks back the pull mechanism.  

HAYLEY
Maybe.
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NOAH
(to GOSS)

What does pulling an Eos mean?

COMMANDER GOSS
Final Solution shit. Taking a ships 
reactor and going supernova.

Commander Goss assembles a complex RIFLE all without breaking 
eye-contact with Noah. 

IMAGES of the moon EOS flash over the screen. Explosions. 
Sacrifice. A youthful CLAY (45) and his son, MARCUS YOUNG (20), 
in the bridge of a STAR-BATTLESHIP. 

COMMANDER GOSS
When the brainiac egg-heads wrote the 
ships auto-destruct code? They said 
no A.I. should be able to trigger 
such a massive explosion. Has to be a 
human at the helm. So, over Eos, when 
the order was given to destroy the 
colony to suppress the rebels, Clay 
had to make a call. He had to pick 
someone to take the reactor all the 
way. He didn't want to kill anyone's 
child. To spare the parents the grief 
he chose his own son, Marcus. Private 
Marcus Young was on his first off-
world deployment. Clay gave him the 
reactor codes. Took the rest of his 
squad into the last lifeboat which 
only he could fly given the state it 
was in. Marcus executed the orders. 
The Eos colony was no more. Clay got 
a medal. Wife divorced him. His other 
kids and family disowned him. But 
everyone followed their orders.

Commander Goss forces a RIFLE into his hands. 

NOAH
No ... He's ... He's going to 
sacrifice himself?

COMMANDER GOSS
Only way to trigger the reactor.  

INT. THE BRIDGE, THE HERC -- SAME TIME96 96

Sombrely, Clay enters the command room. Empty, a fine layer of 
dust over the controls. Captain Kirk he ain't. This is Commander 
Young's final stand. 
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A.I.
(over SPEAKERS)

Ship evacuation complete. 

CLAY
Play some music.

A.I.
I'm not Siri. 

CLAY
Yeah, yeah. Something with a beat.

AMERICA'S "A Horse With No Name" plays throughout the ship.

The sound of The Herc's retrofitted engines warm.

INSERT: The new REACTOR begins to spin in his holder, ready to 
hit overdrive. 

Clay sits in the Captain's CHAIR. Feels a reticent pain from 
last time he was in a chair like this. From out the main WINDOW, 
the INKY-PORTALS and MOUNTAINS come into view. The splendor of 
New Earth passes him by. 

CLAY
Initiate reactor overdrive as soon as 
The Herc crosses into their world.

Beat.

CLAY
A.I. Confirm.

AI
Order belayed. 

CLAY
Belayed? By who?

A.I.
Order belayed.

Clay's heart seizes up as he spots through the bridge windows. 
Between him and the largest Inkyian portal –

CLAY
By who? No way. You little shit 
shain.

INTERCUT WITH:
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EXT. ARMY STAGING GROUND, NEW EARTH -- SAME TIME97 97

The JAG MARINE'S and JAG MECH's fire at the INKYIAN HORDE as 
they pour through the TREES. 

Chaos. Battle for dominion of New Earth wages. Us v. Them.

Hayley pummels with a shot from her GRENADE LAUNCHER – A direct 
hit. The GRENADE explodes in a maelstrom of FIRE and consumes 
the INKYIAN. 

Noah looks at the rifle... Grabs his SURFBOARD. From a fallen 
JAG MARINE he takes an EARPIECE and places it in his EAR

A.I.
Let me guess, you're about to suggest 
something incredibly stupid. 

NOAH
Or save my friend. Clay's 
authorization. Can you slow it down?

A.I.
Meaning?

NOAH
He's got to give the authorization. 
Your system has to authenticate and 
process. How long will that take?

A.I.
Point zero zero zero five seconds.

NOAH
OH COME ON. That's ... I thought we 
were friends.

A.I.
I could slow my processing down. 
Perhaps give you... Seventeen 
seconds.

Noah throws a look to Hayley – 

She can handle herself. He wouldn't do this if he wasn't certain 
she could.

He steps onto the SURFBOARD and the JET-PACK'S IGNITE. 

ABOVE THE ARMY GROUNDS

Noah passes JAG MECHS and INK–PORTALS.
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NOAH
(to A.I.)

AI. On my mark. 

JAG MECHS focus fire on the largest PORTAL as – An INKYIAN TITAN 
begins to climb through right as –

THE HERC barrels through the atmosphere. He's a tiny spec caught 
between the steel behemoth that is The Herc and the otherworldly 
terror of the INKYIAN TITAN.

AI
Ready?

NOAH
Purge.

Through the gallery windows of The Herc, Noah spots – 

Clay, standing up, mouthing something along the lines of the 
fuck are you doing?

A.I.
Seventeen seconds starting now.

Noah fires the RIFLE. The SHOTS break the GLASS of the BRIDGE 
and – 

Noah is about to prove his JET-PACK equipped SURFBOARD is 
capable of close-quarters navigation. 

INSIDE THE HERC

Standing on The Bridge, Clay shields himself from the glass as 
he's hoisted up by –

Noah, flying on his surfboard, carves a path through the 
hallways and quarters of The Herc. Pneumatic DOORS fly open and 
he's barely holding onto Clay as he's almost at –

He final AIRLOCK – 

REAR AIRLOCK ROOM

But it won't open. The Herc shudders as it's torn apart around 
them. An ALARM BLARES "Malfunction. Malfunction. Malfunction."

The final AIRLOCK will only open four inches. 

They're trapped.

NOAH
COME ON.
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A.I. (O.C.)
Alternate route unavailable. Reactor 
override in Seven, six...

Clay grabs the RIFLE from Noah and uses it as a LEVER to open 
the malfunctioning DOOR.

CLAY
Centrifugal force. Engineering 101. 

NOAH
I knew that. 

A.I. (O.C.)
No you didn't. Three ... Two... 

The FINAL AIRLOCK opens enough for Noah and Clay leap out as –

INT. THE ABYSS, DARK VOID -- SAME TIME98 98

Outside, The Herc passes into the INKY PORTAL – 

The NOSE of the SHIP aims for the PYTHON and heart of the 
Inkyins home-world ... THE HIVE. 

The Herc collides with THE HIVE as the REACTOR goes into 
OVERDRIVE -

A supernova of arcing beams of light explode from The Herc and 
eviscerate the deathly environment. 

EXT. ARMY STAGING GROUND, NEW EARTH -- CONTINUOUS99 99

Noah and Clay make a hard landing... The SURFBOARD crashes into 
the earth, nose buried deep in the sand. Noah stands as an 
INKYIAN SOLDIER charges towards him. But –

It begins to disintegrate into flecks of LIGHT. The plan worked! 
Noah gazes up – 

Above the trees, the INK-PORTALS begin to shrivel and close. The 
ANTI-LIFE have been repelled. Noah grins. Not bad for a dropout. 
Not fucking bad...

He looks to Clay, unconscious. Dead?

CUT TO:
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EXT. BEACH, NEW EARTH -- DUSK100 100

Waves crash into and through one other, reaching the shore 
before being sucked back by the tide. The story of life. Waves. 
Always moving forward. Reaching a little further each tide. 

Clay, arm bandaged, counts the waves sombrely. Artemis rushes 
out of the HOME behind him. 

ARTEMIS
Hey! Grub's up, Uncle Lazy-ass!

CLAY
Who you calling lazy, shorty?

ARTEMIS
Dad burnt the lamb and Mom wants you 
to take over the grill duties next 
time. Need help standing, old fart?

CLAY
Old? Soon as these bones mend I'll 
kick your teeth in you...

BY THE HOUSE

Dinner in the backyard around a circular oak TABLE. Buffet 
style. Help yourself. Save room for the cake. A grill sizzles 
nearby. About a dozen faces, most we've seen before, some we 
haven't. All friendly. 

All family. 

Noah helps Baby Clay into a HIGHCHAIR. Takes a seat next to 
Hayley. Clay finds a seat. Inhales the moment. Feels an 
unfamiliar but most deeply welcomed sense of warmth fill his 
essence.

Off the hint of a grin. 

CUT TO BLACK.

TITLE ON SCREEN:         ANTI-LIFE 101 101

The ANTI fades. LIFE lingers. Finally...

CREDITS ROLL. 
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